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SUMMARY

With the alarming findings of climate change research, it is getting more and more important to
investigate the main contributors to buildings’ energy consumption as buildings are one of the most
significant contributors to green house emissions.
Building energy regulations focus on increasing the performance of building structures and energy
supply systems. This way, overall energy use associated with building characteristics is decreasing.
However, it was observed that human behaviour in buildings plays an essential role in the energyrelated behaviour of a building. When an occupant turns on the heating, opens the window or switches
on the light, the energy balance of the building changes affecting the overall energy consumption of
the building. As the construction industry moved towards building higher performing building
structures and systems, the role of the occupants and their behaviour in buildings is more important
than ever.
With my PhD research introduced in this document, I intended to provide insight into the field of
energy-related occupant behaviour in buildings and to fill certain the gaps of this research field.
Numerous research projects have been published recently investigating and establishing theories of
energy-related occupant behaviour and on the possible uses of these theories and models to enhance
energy performance predictions. However, only a few researcher groups have been investigating the
practical implementation of this field in case of different construction life-cycle stages and different
building types. One of the key objectives of this work was to fill this gap and provide insights into the
aspects of occupant behaviour representation in case of project in the original design, operation
optimization or in the retrofitting phase. Also, the projects introduced here were conducted in
different building types and tried to cover differences and potentially different aspects of occupant
behaviour to consider in case of residential, commercial, higher education and primary education
buildings.
As this field of research has an extended background and many decades of history in many northern
and western European countries (Switzerland, Germany, UK, Austria, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway
etc.), in China, in the USA, Canada, and in Australia, my goal was also to introduce this field in
central Europe and to start establishing a Hungarian culture-specific set of investigations and groundtruth taking into account local conditions (technical, construction industry-related, climatic, social).
In this PhD thesis, my results are presented fulfilling the research objectives. After a thorough review
of this field, firstly, I showed the order of magnitude of impact that the occupants have on the overall
energy consumption in case of different building types and also the fact that currently occupant
behaviour is represented in an oversimplified way (main result I/1-2). This is followed by the
introduction to the first representative Hungarian office occupant behaviour dataset and its analysis
that I conducted in a framework of an international project (main result II/1-3). With my investigation
on the process of a company office move, I managed to differentiate the real impact of physical and
social drivers on the behaviour of the office population (main result III/1-3). As school buildings are
underrepresented in behavioural studies currently, I contributed to this field with a window opening
and closing investigation study in a school building (main result IV). Finally, I summarized my work
on occupant behaviour modelling in building performance simulation (main result V). It is essential
for the future advancement of this field to reach an agreement of common modelling approaches to
enhance comparability.
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KIVONAT

Napjainkban a klímaváltozás kutatói egyre riasztóbb eredményeket közölnek Földünk várható
jövőjéről, így egyre fontosabbá válik az épületek energiafogyasztásához köthető tényezők vizsgálata
is, mivel épületeink jelentős mértékben hozzájárulnak az üvegházhatású gázok kibocsátásához.
Az épületenergetikai előírások jelenleg a határoló szerkezetek és energia ellátó rendszerek
teljesítményére fókuszálnak. Ennek köszönhetően az épületek tulajdonságaihoz köthető
energiafogyasztás folyamatosan csökken. Azonban a kutatók megfigyelései szerint az épületek
energiafogyasztásához nagy mértékben hozzájárul az épülethasználói viselkedés is. Amikor valaki
bekapcsolja a fűtést. kinyitja az ablakot vagy felkapcsolja a villanyt, az épület energiamérlege
megváltozik, ezáltal a teljes épület energiafogyasztására is hatással van. Mivel az utóbbi években az
építőipar a magas energetikai teljesítményű épületek, határolószerkezetek és épületgépészeti
rendszerek felé mozdult el, az emberi viselkedés szerepe egyre fontosabbá válik.
A jelen disszertációban bemutatott doktori kutatásom bepillantást enged az épületenergetikával
kapcsolatos felhasználói viselkedés tudományterületébe illetve a szakterület kutatási rései mentén
feltehető kérdésekre válaszol.
Számos kutatási projektet publikáltak nemrégiben, amelyek az emberi viselkedést elméletekkel
próbálják leírni, majd ezeknek az elméleteknek a használatát modellezik az épületenergetikai
szimulációk esetén. Viszont kevés kutatócsoport foglalkozott azzal, hogy a szakterületen felhalmozott
tudást hogyan lehetne felhasználni valós építőipari projekteknél, eltérő életciklusban lévő és eltérő
funkciójú épületek esetén. A munkám egyik fő célja az volt, hogy megvizsgáljam az épülethasználói
viselkedés esetében figyelembe veendő szempontokat tervezési, üzemelési, illetve felújítási fázisban
lévő épületeknél. A disszertációban bemutatott projekteket eltérő épülettípusokon végeztem el: lakó-,
iroda-, felsőoktatási épületek, illetve egy általános iskola esetében.
Mivel a szakterület nagy hagyományokkal, több évtizedes kutatási múlttal és számos
kutatócsoportokkal rendelkezik számos észak- és nyugat-európai országban (Svájc, Németország,
Egyesült Királyság, Ausztria, Olaszország, Hollandia, Norvégia, stb.), illetve Kínában, az USA-ban,
Kanadában és Ausztráliában is, az én célom egyrészt az volt, hogy a kutatási területet bemutassam
Közép-Európában is, másrészt a hazai vizsgálataimat a helyi kulturális és klimatikus viszonyok
figyelembevételével hajtsam végre (műszaki és építőipari, klimatikus, társadalmi szempontok).
Jelen disszertációban a kutatási eredményeimet mutatom be, amelyek segítségével a fent
megfogalmazott kutatási céljaimat tudtam megvalósítani. A szakterület irodalmának részletes
áttekintését követően először kimutattam, hogy nagyságrendileg mekkora hatása van az emberi
épülethasználati szokásoknak az épület energiafogyasztására eltérő épülettípusok esetén, illetve
rávilágítottam, hogy jelenleg az épülethasználói viselkedést egy túlzottan leegyszerűsített formában
írjuk le építőipari projektjeinkben (I/1-2. tézis). Ezt követően bemutatom az első reprezentatív, irodai
dolgozók viselkedését leíró magyarországi adatsort és annak elemzését, melyet én állítottam össze és
én végeztem el egy nemzetközi projekt keretein belül (II/1-3. tézis). Egy cég irodai költözésének
végig követésével el tudtam választani a fizikai, illetve a szociológiai viselkedési motiváló tényezők
hatását egymástól az irodai dolgozók körében (III/1-3. tézis). Mivel jelenleg a szakirodalomban
iskolaépületekkel foglalkozó projektekkel csak ritkán lehet találkozni, hozzájárultam a szakterület
fejlődéséhez egy általános iskolai ablaknyitással és -zárással foglalkozó tanulmánnyal (IV. tézis).
Végezetül, összefoglaltam az épületenergetikai szimulációkban előforduló használói viselkedés
modellezéssel kapcsolatos munkáimat (V. tézis). A jövőbeli szakterületi fejlődéshez elengedhetetlen a
modellezési technikák összeegyeztetése az összehasonlíthatóság biztosítása érdekében.
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Budapest University of Technology and Economics
Building Management System
Building Performance Simulation
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Domestic Hot Water
Drivers-Needs-Actions-Systems
Functional Mock-up Interface
Functional Mock-up Unit
Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning
Indoor Air Quality
IDA Indoor Climate and Energy
Integrated Design Process
International Energy Agency, Energy in Buildings and Communities Programme
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Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
University of Miskolc
Motivation and Opportunity as Determinants
Normalized Mean Bias Error
Occupant Behaviour
Occupant Behaviour Functional Mock-up Unit
Occupant Behaviour eXtensible Markup Language
University of Pannonia
Predicted Mean Vote
Predicted Percentage of Dissatisfied
Social Cognitive Theory
Single Family House
Sub-Hourly Occupancy-Based and Complex Control Models
Szent István University
University of Szeged
Theory of Planned Behaviour

NOMENCLATURE
Ns =
Np =
p=
B=
C=
yi
𝑦̅. =
𝑦̂ =

completed sample size needed (notation often used is n)
size of population (notation often used is N)
proportion expected to answer a certain way (50% or 0.5 is most conservative)
acceptable level of sampling error (0.05=±5%; 0.03=±3%)
Z statistic associate with confidence interval (1.645=90% confidence level;
1.960=95% confidence level; 2.576=99% confidence level)
measured data
averaged measured data
modelled data
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1. INTRODUCTION

There is a general consensus now within the research community regarding the threat of global
warming as a result of climate change that this effect will increase due to a rise in greenhouse gases
emitted into the atmosphere. Buildings account for 40% of CO2 emissions, out-consuming both the
industrial and transportation sectors [1].
The main legislative instrument for improving the energy performance of the building stock in the
European Union is the EU’s Energy Performance of Buildings Directive [2] [3], introduced in 2002
and recast in 2010. According to the directive all new buildings constructed in Europe must be nearlyzero energy buildings by 2020. It is highly important to optimise our building design process in time
in order to meet the future regulatory expectations and significantly reduce the energy consumption of
our building stock.
Therefore, it is extremely important to investigate the main contributors to buildings’ energy
consumption on time. Building energy regulations focus on increasing the performance of building
structures and energy supply systems. This way, overall energy use associated with building
characteristics is decreasing. However, it was observed that human behaviour in buildings plays an
essential role in the energy-related behaviour of a building [4]. When an occupant turns on the
heating, opens the window or switches on the light, the energy balance of the building changes
affecting the overall energy consumption of the building. As the construction industry moved towards
building higher performing building structures and systems, the role of the occupants and their
behaviour in buildings is more important than ever.

1.1 Overview of Building Performance Simulation [5]
The use of computer simulation for solving complex engineering problems or modelling complicated
systems has been widespread for many decades now [6] [7].With this method, scientists or
practitioners were able to speed up calculation processes and handle complex systems such as
buildings through a single interface in a more precise way than before.
For building analysis, designers frequently use dynamic thermal simulation programs to calculate the
indoor thermal and energy behaviour of a building [8] [9]. Building performance simulation (BPS)
software tools can evaluate a wide range of thermal or human behavioural response to stimuli [10].
These simulations make it possible to compare different design or retrofitting scenarios from the
perspective of annual energy consumption and indoor comfort in a very time- and resource-efficient
way. Using these analysis techniques, optimal energy savings can be achieved, and thus greenhouse
gas emissions from buildings can be reduced. In many cases, the goal of design and simulations is to
optimize indoor comfort levels and building energy consumption. Practitioners would use BPS tools
for predicting overheating, calculating heating and cooling loads, sizing equipment, evaluating
alternative technologies (energy efficiency and renewable energy), regulatory compliance, or more
recently, integrated performance design or rating [11] [12]. In several design methodologies, BPS
serves as an integrated, well-performing support tool for optimising the entire design process [13] [14]
[15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24].
BPS is widely used in different phases in the life cycle of a building project. In the early design stage,
energy consumption estimates and comparisons are crucial as feedback to the design team and to
support decision-making. Later on, in the design development phase, simulation can show code
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compliance and help designers to determine the cooling and heating capacity of heating, ventilation
and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems. Also, in this phase, BPS is a useful tool to support the
sustainable rating process (such as LEED) [25]. After a building is completed, BPS models can be
used for performance diagnostics and integration with real-time building energy system controls. In
retrofitting projects, BPS can evaluate the impact of different intervention options to maximise energy
savings and emissions reduction.
In fact, the energy consumption of a building is a function of a large number of parameters in regard
to:
•

building characteristics,

•

the characteristics, control and maintenance of energy systems,

•

weather conditions,

•

occupants' behaviour,

•

other sociological parameters [26].

Therefore, energy consumption predictions always contain a degree of uncertainty depending on the
level of confidence in each of these input parameters [27] [28].
There has been a huge effort from the scientific community, governments, and industry to collect
multiple approaches and methods, as well as numerous tools for estimating building energy
performance. The Building Energy Software Tools Directory [29] is a comprehensive list of tools
grouped in four subjects: whole building analysis; codes and standards; materials, components,
equipment, and systems; and other applications. These categories show another dimension of these
simulations: scale. Simulations can range from a specific component affecting energy use, such as
equipment (e.g. heat pump condenser) to an analysis of the entire building [6], or even to
investigations at the urban level.
The 2009 ASHRAE Handbook (ASHRAE handbook 2009) has broader categories for building energy
simulation approaches:
•

•

Forward (classical) approach: in this approach, the equations describing the physical
behaviour of systems and their inputs are known, and the objective is to predict the
output. The ASHRAE handbook states that generally accuracy increases as models
become more complex and as more details of the building are known. However, it should
be noted that as model complexity increases, models typically require more input variables.
These variables all have associated uncertainties and as a result, the overall uncertainty of the
model may increase [31]. This physics-based approach is often referred to as the white-box
approach.
Data-driven (inverse) approach: in this approach, input and output variables governing
the performance of the systems have been measured. The known data is used to define a
mathematical description of the system [6]. This approach is also referred to as the blackbox approach.

The models in both approaches can be steady-state or dynamic. Steady-state modelling does not
consider the transient effect of variables, and is good for analysis in time steps equal to or greater than
one day. Dynamic models are able to track and identify peak loads and capture thermal inertia effects
[6].
Nguyen et al. [6] summarized the importance and true role of BPS in the current construction industry
with three quotes from well-known researchers:
12
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“Simulation is commonly held to be the best practice approach to performance analysis in
the building industry [32]”;
“Energy simulation models play a key role in computing potential energy savings from
retrofits [33]”;
“Simulation provides a mechanism to determine where savings opportunities exist or
energy inefficiency occurs in a building [34],”

1.2 Concept of Occupant Behaviour [5]
The concept of energy-related occupant behaviour in buildings can be defined as occupants'
behavioural responses to discomfort, presence and movement, and interactions with building systems
that have an impact on the performance (energy, thermal, visual, and IAQ) of buildings [35]. The
interactions under investigation in this work include adjusting thermostat settings, opening or closing
windows, dimming or turning lights on/off, pulling window blinds up or down, and switching plug
loads on or off [36]. Energy-related occupant behaviour in buildings is one of the six influencing
factors of building performance [37] [38], which also includes climate, building envelope, building
equipment, operation and maintenance, and indoor environmental conditions. Occupants can
influence the indoor thermal and air condition directly by their mere presence (emitting heat, moisture
and CO2), or indirectly through their interactions with building systems.

1.3 Current Occupant Behaviour-Related Considerations of Design
Projects
Although both researchers and building energy professionals expressed many times in past decades
that occupant behaviour is a key factor influencing the energy consumption of buildings, majority of
current sustainable and energy efficiency building consultancy projects ( in Hungary it is clearly the
case) do not apply an appropriate representation of occupant behaviour in building energy models. I
participated in several new-construction design optimization and existing building retrofit or operation
planning projects where the owner’s need required a sophisticated building energy model but the
time-frame and limited resources of the projects did not allow us to investigate and model occupant
behaviour during the course of work. (See section 3 of this work for further details.) This fact was one
of the motivating factors for this work setting two clear tasks: (1) to investigate and gain knowledge
on occupant behaviour in different building types and to (2) develop further the occupant behaviour
representation capabilities in building energy modelling so with shorter modelling times, this aspect
can be fitted into real-world design projects as well.

1.4 Multidisciplinary Nature of the Field
In this section a brief overview is given about the different fields dealing with energy-related occupant
behaviour and their focus of research.
Currently, according to the literature and as seen above, building energy professionals make an
assumption that all energy-related actions of occupants (window opening, blind closing, thermostat
adjustment) are undertaken to restore comfortable indoor conditions. After simplifying the decision-
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making part, researchers had a closer look at the actions themselves and their effect on the indoor
environment and the energy consumption of the building.
Whereas, researchers in social science apply another approach where the focus is on the psychological
and social aspects of the decision making. Influencing factors and attitudes are determined that may
influence the undertaking of a certain action. The effect of the actions are investigated in a broader
dimension in general.
The main difference of these two approaches lays in the difference of aspects and phase of energyrelated human behaviour under the microscope. This relationship is explained on Figure 1.

FIGURE 1 - ENERGY-RELATED OCCUPANT BEHAVIOUR ASPECTS AND FOCUS AREAS OF DIFFERENT
RESEARCH FIELDS

One of the first large international project focusing on energy-related occupant behaviour, ANNEX 53
[38] identified many external (e.g. location, weather, building, installations, time of the day) and
internal (biological, social and psychological) driving forces that might lead to a certain action but the
main focus of the project remained on behaviour modelling and occupant behaviour impact
quantification in building energy simulations.
Motivational factors and driving forces of behaviour were investigated and modelled by several
research projects done by social scientist. Such as the formulation of the Theory of Planned Behaviour
[39] which model tries to predict behaviour as a result of a variety of predictors which determine a
person’s intention for a specific behaviour and is widely used in building energy research as well. Or
the norm activation model [40] which was developed to explain altruistic/moral decision making.

1.5 Goal Setting of This Work
This work presented here is intended to provide insight into the field of energy-related occupant
behaviour in buildings and to introduce main results of my research conducted in the last four years in
this topic which intends to fill certain the gaps of energy-related occupant behaviour research.
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Numerous research projects have been published recently (as the reader will see in the following
sections) investigating and establishing theories of energy-related occupant behaviour and on the
possible uses of these theories and models to enhance energy performance predictions. However, only
a few researcher groups have been investigating the practical implementation of this field in case of
different construction life-cycle stages and different building types. One of the key objectives of this
work was to fill this gap and provide insights into the aspects of occupant behaviour representation in
case of project in the original design, operation optimization or in the retrofitting phase. Also, the
projects introduced here were conducted in different building types and tried to cover differences and
potentially different aspects of occupant behaviour to consider in case of residential, commercial,
higher education and primary education buildings.
As this field of research has an extended background and many decades of history in many northern
and western European countries (Switzerland, Germany, UK, Austria, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway
etc.), in China, in the USA and Canada, and in Australia, my goal was also to introduce this field in
central Europe and to start establishing a Hungarian culture-specific set of investigations and groundtruth taking into account local conditions (technical, construction industry-related, climatic, social).

1.6 Structure and Word Cloud of the Thesis
The following parts of the thesis are organized into 5 sections following the chronological order of my
research during my PhD studies. Logical links and connections between sections are explained below.
Firstly, Section 2 gives an overview to the reader about the literature review work that I conducted at
the very beginning of research.
This is followed by two real-life case studies in section 3 where I investigated and modelled occupant
behaviour in an office and in a residential building project within the constraints of two typical
Hungarian construction-market sustainable consultancy projects.
Findings of these case studies lead me to the conclusion that although the energy performance
predictions became more precise with my methods applied there (within a strict resource and time
constraint), there is a strong need to gain more information about human behaviour in our buildings,
especially in Hungary as I found that in many times occupants in these Hungarian cases showed
different behavioural patterns compared to literature. Also, it is important to enhance our current
occupant behaviour modelling methods to make them suitable for market-driven projects as well.
Therefore, in the following sections I focused on addressing these issues. I conducted three data
collection campaigns introduced in section 4 where I applied different methods to gain information on
occupant behaviour in office spaces and in a primary school building.
After obtaining more information on the behaviour of people in different physical settings, I introduce
my work on the integration of this knowledge into building performance simulation software
programs to enhance the applicability of occupant behaviour modelling in real-life design projects as
well (section 5).
My main results are summarized in section 6 and a brief summary section is followed by the
appendices. Figure 2 shows an overview of the thesis in the format of a word cloud where the size of
the words is proportionate to the frequency of usage in the current document. This allows the reader to
have a quick sense on the topics and issues touched upon in this work.
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FIGURE 2 - WORD CLOUD SUMMARY OF THE THESIS
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2. CRITICAL REVIEW OF THE FIELD

2.1 Tools Used to Investigate Energy-related Occupant Behaviour [41]
There are many approaches and tools to collect data, observe and investigate occupant behaviour in
buildings. Making observations without interfering with the occupants’ natural behaviour is always a
challenge. In this sense, observation techniques can be categorised as either invasive or non-invasive.
For example, in a shading use observation review study [42], observational field surveys are
mentioned as non-invasive tools. In this case, researchers simply observe a group of subjects and their
personal adaptive behaviours in their daily routines for a certain period of time. With invasive selfreported questionnaire surveys, for example, subjects are recruited participants in that they are aware
of the scope of research and that they are being observed.
Another approach of observation tool categorization was presented recently [43]. Physical sensing
techniques are presented to be used for objective measurements, such as smart metering, building
management system (BMS) data, indoor and outdoor environmental data, and occupant interaction
with control systems. Non-physical sensing techniques (such as survey questionnaires and selfreported data) are used to conduct subjective measurements. The collection of data on occupancy can
fall into each of these categories.
In most of the cases, objective measurements are used in energy-related occupant behaviour research,
as parameters are considered to be more reliably usable and environmental parameters can be directly
linked to a certain behaviour type. However, for survey studies, social, economic, cultural and even
political aspects can be examined to understand contextual factors to a larger extent.
To study and understand energy-related occupant behaviour in buildings, a cross-sectional
questionnaire survey is a useful tool to gain insights into general behavioural patterns, drivers, causes
and the perceived effect of behaviour, as well as finding connections between human, social, and local
comfort parameters [44]. Cross-sectional studies are defined as experiments in which a single
measurement is made on a sample of individuals at a single point in time [45]. To describe occupant
actions in time, indoor environmental and weather measurements are needed to complement
longitudinal subjective surveys. However, the sample size of these types of projects is not large
enough to represent the entire population of a region in focus. With such little data, it is hard to draw
general conclusions from these datasets and compare occupant behaviour between countries,
climates, and cultures [44].
Even though cross-sectional surveys are commonly used to collect data on building occupants’
comfort-related and subjective perception of their environment [46] [47], their use is still limited in
research on occupant behaviour. However, their large sample sizes make them one of the most
powerful tool available to learn occupant behaviour patterns and draw general conclusions on drivers,
motivation, and the decision-making processes of occupants.

2.2 Review of Cross-Sectional Survey Studies [41]
I reviewed thirty-three studies from the literature on occupant behaviour that used cross-sectional
surveys or interviews for data collection. Although these studies largely contributed to the field of
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energy-related occupant behaviour research, this review showed that many methodological aspects of
constructing the questionnaire surveys were barely considered or neglected. This may introduce
significant bias into the results of these studies.
Cross-sectional surveys are among other useful tools used to gain information on energy-related
occupant behaviour. However, the information in the literature to date is scattered, by occupant
action, and geography (Figure 3).

FIGURE 3 -TIME AND GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION OF SURVEY PROJECTS REVIEWED.

2.2.1 Review of Research Focus Area
Most of the studies reviewed were conducted in residential (43%) and commercial (43%) buildings.
Drivers are defined as motivating factors that have influence on a given type of behaviour [48].
Drivers were analysed only in 11% of all cases. 74% of the studies focused on only one type of
occupant action (e.g., either window opening or thermostat usage). In cases where more types of
behaviours were examined, the following combinations were used:
•
•
•
•
•

Multiple control types and plug loads.
Light use and plug-load.
Small-power equipment use and air conditioning.
Windows, doors and fan use.
Window, shade, lighting and heating use.
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• Thermostat and window use.
In 63% of the studies, the sample size was lower than 500 and primarily focused on one or a group of
buildings. The majority of projects (86%) were conducted before 2010.

2.2.2 Review of Project Findings - Focus on One Type of Behaviour
This section provides a short summary of the core findings of the selected studies that focused on only
one type of behaviour. All of these studies used cross-sectional surveys to provide greater insight into
human behaviour. The results here show how diverse and sometimes even contradictory these
findings are, and how hard generalising results from these studies would be.

Opening windows
An early study [49] focused on window opening drivers during three seasons. Researchers found that
opening windows during winter strongly correlates to outdoor air moisture levels, while during the
summer the mean daily temperature is a more important driver. Conducting a cross-sectional survey
allowed him to look more closely at the motivation behind window opening: he found that in winter
the goal is to remove body odour, in spring and autumn it is to provide moisture control, and in
summer to allow for space cooling. Another study [50] showed that a significant amount of heating
energy was consumed in connection with occupants opening windows. They showed that occupants
try to ventilate the room by opening the windows; a significant motivation during summer was to
avoid overheating. In a Japanese study [51], surveys helped researchers find a correlation between
measured environmental parameters and occupants’ window opening behaviour. The Japanese study
showed that 87% of the total air change rate was caused by occupants opening windows. Crosssectional survey results were published in 2006 [52] on window use and general indoor air quality.
They found that neither indoor pollutant sources nor health issues appeared to influence opening
windows. For window closing, security and energy saving were the main motivating factors.
Researchers [53] investigated the effect of window opening behaviour on comfort and energy use in
offices to build an adaptive algorithm and implement it into ESP-r. He found that the number of
windows open depends on indoor and outdoor conditions. These predictors were tested on the original
survey data as well. A large-scale cross-sectional survey and interview project was carried out on air
change rate (ACR) in residential buildings, specifically how ACR influenced children’s health levels
[54]. This study showed that variables related to occupant behaviour were stronger predictors of
ventilation rate than those related to building characteristics.
Window blind use
Four studies dealt with the use of window blinds. One group developed thirteen predictive models for
window blind control in offices based on two cross-sectional and one longitudinal questionnaire
survey, where dataset was complemented with measurements [55]. Survey results showed that the
main reason for closing the blinds was to reduce glare on computer screens (64.6%), and to reduce the
brightness of work surfaces as a second reason (30.9%). A conventional and an energy-efficient office
building in the UK were compared from thermal, acoustic, and visual comfort points of view, with a
special focus on window blind use [56] [57]. The comparison showed differences in driving variables
of comfort perception, blind operation patterns, and blind usage. They found that occupants’
preferences for the blind position are based on a long-term perception of sunlight and the built
environment they are accustomed to. Window blind use patterns and motivations, and their impact on
building energy consumption, was studied in Canada across five geographical regions [58]. The study
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concluded that the choice of shading use is influenced more strongly by other factors than solely
energy and thermal considerations.
Lighting
A study of lighting controls [59], showed that occupants didn’t turn off lights when they left the office
and also didn’t use advanced lighting control strategies if they thought they could rely on occupancy
sensors. The study showed that the energy-saving potential of occupancy sensors should be revised,
taking into account this change in occupant behaviour. Daily and seasonal patterns of artificial light
use were studied [60]. Survey results showed a variety of reasons why occupants switched on lights,
but primarily when they arrived in the office. The study showed that a significant amount of lighting
energy can be saved with user-controlled lighting.
In a LEED Gold laboratory building [61], the effectiveness of daylight design strategies was studied
during the building operations phase. According to the survey results, occupants were basically
satisfied with the lighting conditions. They preferred task lighting and found it difficult to operate
certain movable shading devices. At the same time, they reported having removed some fluorescent
light tubes from their fixtures because they found the lighting level too high.
Heating, Thermostat Adjustment
One paper studied the current use of office thermostats to understand why they are reported to be
difficult to use [62]. He concluded that designers frequently overestimate occupants’ understanding of
thermostat usage. Therefore, user guidelines should be developed and distributed to office workers.
Determining factors of residential heating energy consumption were studied in Greece [63]. A
significant association was found between dwelling size, annual income, the number of habitats,
ownership, and rate of occupancy with heating energy consumption. The study proposed
implementing an energy conservation strategy in Greek legislation to lower the heating consumption
of households with higher income and larger homes. Another study also found connections between
building characteristics and occupant behaviour, and the heating and thermostat usage of the dwelling
[64]. The number of usage hours had a stronger influence on heating energy consumption than
temperature settings. It was also found that occupants kept radiators on longer if they had
programmable thermostats (compared to manual valves) and if there were elderly people in the
household. In the UK, it was found that income level and household size play an important role in
heating usage and consumption patterns. The age of occupants and number of children affected
heating expenses as well. [65]
Gender differences were studied regarding thermal comfort, temperature preference, and the use of
thermostats [66]. Females generally preferred higher room temperatures, but at the same time, they
felt uncomfortably hot more often than males. This study also found that men often use the
thermostats in households.

Air conditioning use
Manual and automatic control behaviour was studied in the use of air conditioning in student homes
in California [67]. Manual air conditioners consumed on average 21% less energy than automatic
ones. This study proposes that appliance manufacturers and designers work on better operability and
control strategies. A large-scale cross-sectional survey study was carried out in China on residential
air conditioning use to categorise occupant behaviours and model air conditioning usage [68]. Based
on the results, five different groups of air conditioning usage behaviour were identified.
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Appliances, electricity
A Greek study looked at occupant presence, domestic appliance usage, and the energy contribution of
individual household members to the whole [69]. As a result, occupant presence and activity
schedules could be derived and used to calculate cooling loads. The power management and energy
saving potential of office equipment were studied in Japan [70]. This study showed that 2% of Japan’s
commercial electricity consumption could be saved if power management delay times were shortened
for the office equipment they examined. Results were also compared with data from the USA; they
found that the manual-off rate at night was more than twice the level in Japan than in the USA. In
Italy, a home energy management system was tested in 31 homes [71]. Testing showed that
persuasive communication strategies (e.g., competition between similar households) are effective in
lowering energy use, with an average energy savings of 18%.
Occupant adaptive comfort
One study examined occupant behaviour and adaptive comfort in a naturally ventilated office building
over two seasons [72]. The focus of the study was to have a closer look at the theory that occupants
with more control options (particularly opening windows) feel more comfortable in general. Data
showed that occupants with different degrees of personal control had significantly diverse thermal
responses. Another study looked at thermal comfort perception and adaptive occupant behaviour in
five different countries [73]. Data from different countries allowed researchers to study the
differences of comfort preference between countries. This study showed that it is impossible to build
an internationally valid comfort rating index due to significant differences in preferences.
Another study examined predicted and actual thermal responses to determine a connection between
indoor environmental and contextual variables (e.g., available control options, social factors), and
thermal comfort perception [74]. Significant disagreement was found between standard, predicted
[75] [76] and the actual comfort (PPD and PMV) levels. The study showed that also having
information on contextual factors, to more accurately predict the thermal response of an occupant,
was essential. In the UK, it was found that occupants have different preferences and order of actions
when they use adaptive opportunities to adjust their surrounding thermal environment [77].
Opening/closing windows and adjusting clothing insulation was a higher priority for them than
opening/closing doors, adjusting solar shading devices and adjusting blinds/curtains or adjusting air
diffusers, drinking cool/hot drinks, adjusting heaters, or operating private fans. Wei, et al. stated that
the sample size should be increased to get a more reliable dataset.

2.2.3 Review of Project Findings - Focus on Multiple Types of Behaviour
This section is a summary of studies investigated using cross-sectional surveys to support research on
multiple types of occupant behaviour. These studies provide a broader understanding of behaviour
overall; the focus is not only one segment of a person’s daily routine but multiple actions.
The goal of one study conducted in summer was to assess the thermal comfort and indoor control
types used [78]. The study found that opening windows and window blind use were the most
extensively used control options. Additionally, a connection could be made and quantified between
indoor and outdoor temperatures and controls used by occupants.
A study of Kuwaiti residences showed that Kuwaiti occupants consume more electricity than those in
Western Europe [79]. Occupant behaviour differs significantly from the Western behaviour used as
defaults in building energy modelling software programs. Kuwaiti occupants usually leave all lights
on in vacant rooms, prefer to cool rooms with lower setpoints (22°C) than European occupants, and
leave the house twice a day (US occupants only leave once).
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One study examined small power equipment loads and the use of air conditioning [80]. The study
showed that designers generally overestimate the peak loads of office equipment by up to 650%. A
more accurate calculation method was proposed to support architectural and HVAC design decisions.
A study in Pakistan examined the use of windows, doors, and fans [81]. Significant variations were
found in occupant control behaviour across the seasons. During the summer, fans were used more
often than opening windows; in autumn, cross ventilation was used for cooling. Algorithms could be
developed to predict the occupants’ adaptive behaviour and to represent adaptive user behaviour in
energy modelling software.
Four types of occupant control actions (window, shade opening/closing, lighting, and heating use)
were studied to quantify the factors that influence residents’ behaviour [82]. It was found that both
window opening behaviour and the heating turn-on rate were influenced most by outdoor temperature.
The use of lighting was strongly correlated with available solar radiation, perceived illumination, and
outdoor temperature.
A Chinese study focused on thermostat use and opening windows in residential buildings [83]. The
study showed that variations in occupant behaviour only slightly affected the total flow rate of the
district heating system which supplied hot water only for heating purposes (not domestic hot water).
At the same time, a significant amount of heating energy could be saved with a new heat metering
billing system and education on effective thermostat usage. Another study in Denmark investigated
window opening behaviour as well as thermostat and lighting use [84]. The results showed that
occupants preferred manual control over automatic controls. Their responses showed that occupants
associate fresh air supply with the ability to open windows, not with mechanical ventilation. Also, the
study recommended validating the data through studies with a bigger sample size.

2.2.4 Review of Methodologies Used in Surveys
In Table 10 of the appendix 8.1, key methodological information from each cross-sectional survey
study reviewed is introduced, focusing on cross-sectional survey methodologies, the number of
respondents, additional datasets, response rate, and motivating incentives.
In the following sections, the methodology of the surveys reviewed is analysed from various
perspectives. Limitations of the methodologies used are discussed and also guidance and best-practice
examples are provided for future studies. This study aims to highlight that designing a survey project
requires extensive expertise. Simplification or omission of the methodological issues detailed below
may result in less reliable results. However, this study does not provide a thorough step-by-step
survey design set of criteria. For a more detailed description of survey methodology, readers can refer
to the studies cited in each section.
Reliability and Validity
The most fundamental goal of researchers who conduct surveys is to draw conclusions and answer
research questions based on valid and reliable results. In the projects reviewed, this issue is either
simply not discussed or too little attention is paid to it. Reliability is the extent to which answers to a
question provide consistent results at different times or for different respondents when the values of a
construct are the same [45]. Validity is the extent to which the answer to a question corresponds to the
true value for the concept that is being measured [85]. A study states that to ensure reliability and
validity, researchers need to (1) ask the right question, one that is understandable for respondents, (2)
make sure that respondents can retrieve information to answer and translate this information to an
answer option, and finally (3) provide a way for respondents to write/enter their answers either on
paper or on their computer, or by simply responding verbally to the interviewer. [45] See also other
studies discussing validity issues: [86], [87], [88].
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Again, wording questions were clearly found to be essential. Therefore, conducting a pilot study with
a small focus group is useful prior to administering questionnaire surveys. When surveys are
administered in various countries that use more than one language, high-quality translation of the
questions is essential. Also, researchers should investigate the cultural differences in terms of data
sensitivity and privacy concerns. For example, paper and pencil surveys work better in China, where
anonymity is important [89]. In Europe, it is more effective to conduct surveys online, as building
occupants are less concerned about personal data compared to the USA, for example, which can be
due to different requirements and the approval process of studies using human subjects. There are
also differences in the protocols applied for institutions subject to survey-type investigations. In the
USA, approval by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) is required to conduct human-subject studies
at universities to safeguard the rights of research volunteers, including survey respondents [45]. This
process is usually lengthy and demands a great effort from the principal investigators. Whereas, in
Hungary or Poland for example, no such additional review process is needed. There are many other
aspects that can determine the type of survey most suitable for the scope of the project (phone, webbased, paper-based, interview, mail or mixed-mode). For further information see [90].
In most of the cases, researchers focused on a particular environmental or another physically tangible
parameter that drives human behaviour. These projects were designed and conducted by researchers
with backgrounds in technical and engineering fields. Therefore, important issues in social science
fields were ignored or oversimplified, and many other key aspects of human behaviour were not
measured or considered. The field of energy-related occupant behaviour research could benefit from
the adoption of surveying methods developed by experts in the social science to ensure that surveys
are comprehensive and integrating relevant social and behavioural aspects.
It was shown that it is highly important to construct validity and ensure the reliability of results.
Moreover, the phrasing of the questions needs to be clear, and high-quality translations are needed in
case of international studies. Defining a clear branching structure and using smart piping techniques
for this type of survey to eliminate any superfluous questions and answer choices, and reducing the
length of the questionnaire to 15-20 minutes is essential. This might also influence the appropriate
survey tool selection for the research. With a clear structure, it is also easier to manage and process
datasets from different countries. Some studies reviewed introduced monetary incentives to obtain
higher response rates (lottery, raffle), which might help to motivate occupants to complete the
questionnaire. At the same time, the phrasing of the invitation email should be clear as well, and must
also introduce the research topic in an interesting way to get as high a response rate as possible from
the occupants.
This review of survey distribution methods shows that obtaining an appropriate contact database can
be essential for the success of a large-scale cross-sectional project since both the quality and quantity
of survey responses are crucial.
The sample size was rarely discussed in the studies reviewed. It appears likely that sample size was
mostly determined by available resources to reach respondents. Therefore, it is highly recommended
that in future cross-sectional questionnaire projects, statistically appropriate sample size calculations
be provided to ensure the reliability of results obtained from datasets. In addition, understanding the
errors and limitations of a data set when an appropriate sample size could not be reached is necessary.
Also important is ensuring sample diversity and appropriate geographic coverage. In addition to
physical geographic location, another key element is accounting for similarities and differences in
specific buildings and rooms within a single building where the questionnaire was completed.
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Complementary datasets are beneficial but difficult to obtain with large sample sizes. It is proposed to
collect data on the environmental conditions of the responding occupant at the time of their answer as
a part of the cross-sectional questionnaire.
Survey Structure
Most of the questionnaire surveys are conducted in the form of an internet survey using online tools.
These tools might allow researchers to create adaptive questionnaires where automated question
skipping can be integrated based on previous answers. This is called a branching technique. Another
adaptable feature is called piping, where answer options can be changed based on the respondent’s
previous answers [45].
The structure and branching of the surveys were not always clearly documented in the survey studies
reviewed. One study, serving as an exemplary case of clear survey branching approach, was an online
survey conducted to assess use and expertise of daylight simulation for building design that involved
185 participants from 27 countries [91].
It is essential to define a clear branching structure for a survey to eliminate any superfluous questions
and also to better communicate the project methodology to the research community. In the case of
online surveys, this aspect can be crucial in selecting the appropriate survey tool for the research since
most of the free tools do not have adequate branching and/or answer piping capabilities [92].
Sample Size
In the projects reviewed, the method for choosing the sample size is rarely discussed. Sample size
seems to be determined by available resources to reach respondents. From a statistical point of view,
sample size should be based on the confidence interval and confidence level needed to achieve
reliable results (see equation 1 [93]). One study calculated the desired sample size but it was also
assumed that they could not reach it due to the limited time available to conduct the survey [77]. An
inappropriate sample size can introduce a bias to the data that is obtained, with results less reliable
and so less valuable. Therefore, we propose always using an accepted definition of an appropriate
sample size for occupant behaviour questionnaire surveys. Also, it is necessary to understand the
errors and limitations of a dataset when an appropriate sample size cannot be reached.

𝑁𝑠 =

(𝑁𝑝)(𝑝)(1−𝑝)

(1)

𝐵
𝐶

(𝑁𝑝−1)( )2+(𝑝)(1−𝑝)

Where Ns = completed sample size needed (notation often used is n)
Np = size of population (notation often used is N)
p = proportion expected to answer a certain way (50% or 0.5 is most conservative)
B = acceptable level of sampling error (0.05=±5%; 0.03=±3%)
C = Z statistic associate with confidence interval (1.645=90% confidence level;
1.960=95% confidence level; 2.576=99% confidence level)
It is also important to ensure sample diversity and appropriate geographic coverage to better
understand the population under investigation and also to provide the opportunity to show local
differences [93]. The projects reviewed did not address this aspect of sample design, as most of the
time the goal of the research was to obtain some behavioural data from a limited number of available
buildings. To understand similarities and differences between countries, cultures, and climates in
energy-related occupant behaviour research, it is essential to ensure appropriate geographical
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coverage. For example, one study [94] used local census regions and urban densities for the US. [95]
to form a basis for creating geographical balance and the reliability of survey results.
Contact Information, Means of Contacting
One goal of this study was to gather data on the different ways investigators contacted questionnaire
respondents. However, this information was not included in most of the papers reviewed. Possibly,
the authors did not consider it important enough to publish. Obtaining an appropriate contact database
can be essential for the success of a large-scale cross-sectional project, since both the quality and
quantity of survey responses are crucial.
According to a study, survey errors arise in almost every data collection effort. Survey errors can
come from four sources: coverage, sampling, measurement and nonresponse errors [45]. Minimising
and quantifying these errors is key. If the contact database is appropriately constructed and covers
every area of the population of interest, then coverage and sampling issues can be overcome.
Nonresponse error occurs when a respondent does not or only partially answers the questions. This
type of error can be minimised by optimizing response rates.
Response Rate, Incentives
In statistics, determining an appropriate response rate for questionnaire surveys can be complicated.
However, with a confidence level of 95%, and with large sample sizes (>2000), a response rate of
25% or more is considered high [96]. Keeping the response rate high is essential. A study [52]
reported a 31.2% response rate, which is attributed to persistence in pursuing respondents and the
freshness of the topic for new homeowners. Another group’s response rate was 63% (11082 answers
out of 17500) [54]. Reasons for the high response rate were not investigated; it is assumed that the
importance of the survey topic, the health of children, may have influenced the respondents.
Another study [64] found that the low response rate of their large-scale residential cross-sectional
survey project was caused by the length and details of the questionnaire, and by the fact that
respondents felt uncomfortable with providing personal information about their lifestyle and personal
belongings.
Three projects introduced in the scope of this review paper used some type of incentive to motivate
respondents to complete the questionnaire. A monetary award (130-140 EUR lottery prize) was
offered in two Danish projects [82] [84]. A $20 gift certificate was raffled in Berkeley with a 1:20
chance of winning [55].
Keeping the response rate as high as possible for future cross-sectional questionnaires is critical, and
the strategies of offering monetary incentives, choosing an attractive survey topic, and choosing clear
and interesting wording on the invitation are recommended.
Data Analysis Methods
This study reviewed statistical data analysis methods that were applied when only one or two sets of
cross-sectional survey data from which to draw conclusions were available. A study with a sample
size of 30 [79] averaged the survey answers by general occupant characteristics, averaged and
aggregated occupancy, lighting, and appliance usage schedules. Another study applied frequency
analysis and also determined percentile values of 25, 50, and 75 for 626 samples [58]. However, it
was claimed that the sample size was still too low to report any statistical tests associated with crosstabulations by region or by construction year on their dataset. One group used software (SPSS) to
perform the statistical analyses on 3094 samples [66]. The Wilcoxon signed-rank (2-tailed) test was
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used for interval data to determine if a significant difference existed between the home and office
environments. A marginal homogeneity test was used for categorical data. In addition, the Pearson
Chi-Square test was used to investigate associations between two different sets of observations. For
Greek households, average occupant presence and domestic electric appliance use schedules were
determined for five occupant types [69]. Based on cross-sectional survey data, a group of researchers
built a preliminary human adaptive behaviour and preference model [77], but asserted that a larger
sample size would be needed to make the model more robust. Small equipment loads were calculated
in office buildings based on cross-sectional survey data (30 respondents) [80]. Average, standard
deviation values and a nameplate-ratio method were used for calculations.
When the cross-sectional questionnaire survey data could be complemented with additional datasets,
such as environmental measurements, more sophisticated statistical methods could be used to find a
connection between variables. This connection was described through correlation in many studies [49]
[51] [60] [67] [52] [64] [74] [61]. Others also managed to build a regression model to describe the
nature of the connection [84] [73] [78] [65] [63] [81] [54] [72] [50] [53]. In a Danish study, four
occupant action types were analysed separately by means of multiple logistic regression analysis
using a generalized additive model with a binomial link [82]. Continuous covariates were modelled.
The significance of variables was tested based on a likelihood ratio test. In identifying the final model
for each outcome, only cases with all relevant questions completed were included in the analysis. For
the statistical analyses, statistical software R was primarily used.
Most of the projects managed to gain more comprehensive datasets for analysis with additional
longitudinal surveys, indoor measurements, energy sub-metering, and/or weather data. However,
increased respondent numbers make collecting data on the immediate environment of each occupant
answering the questionnaire more challenging. Some of the larger studies reviewed, with more than
1,000 respondents, supplemented their dataset with a local dwelling database [82] or field
measurements for certain respondents [54] [97]. Most studies used only the cross-sectional
questionnaire dataset.
It can be concluded that even if there is only one set of answers for the cross-sectional questionnaire
surveys, data analysis methods are available and connections between variables can be identified.
However, a dataset that is complemented with any type of environmental observations or
measurement, if possible, is beneficial. Larger sample sizes may create more robust results.
Other Issues with Cross-Sectional Surveys
A study [44] summarised that, despite the revealing nature of surveys and interviews, some
fundamental issues remain. These issues include: (1) participants knowingly or unknowingly
misrepresenting their behaviour (also in [60], [67], [98]), (2) participants may not recall their
behaviour or their severity of discomfort [99], and (3) participants may respond the way they think
they are expected . These error types are categorized as measurement errors [45]. These issues should
be overcome in large-scale survey campaigns to ensure the reliability of the results.
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Findings from Methodological Review
The review of methodologies used in the survey studies shows that researchers mostly used their own
intuitions to build up a methodology for their questionnaires. In most of the cases, the reliability and
validity of the results were not guaranteed. The authors suggest that when constructing a questionnaire
project in the future, researchers use a multidisciplinary approach and use the findings and methods
common to studies in social science fields to ensure the quality of data collected for occupant
behaviour research. As a result, in the discussion section a number of studies were reviewed from the
survey methodology point of view to provide additional insight for researchers who examine energyrelated occupant behaviour.

2.3 Review of Occupant Behaviour models
2.3.1 Occupant Behaviour Representation and Modelling
As highlighted in section Introduction, occupant behaviour (OB) is one of the most important driving
factors of building performance and energy savings. At the same time, among other input variables,
they contribute to significant discrepancies between simulated and actual (measured) energy use in
buildings [36].
Traditionally, in building performance simulation (BPS) programs, OB inputs are simplified, static
and less indicative of real world scenarios. As these inputs represent a non-realistic assumption of OB,
they contribute greatly to the variations in building simulation results. One of the keys to solving this
problem is a better representation of energy-related OB in building energy models [4] [44]. BPS
programs use various methods to represent OB models. The key drawback is that most
implementations are complicated, difficult to reproduce, and OB models cannot be reused for other
energy models, other users, or other tools.
Advanced energy-related OB models developed in recent decades were built on measurement and
questionnaire data taken from monitored buildings. Researchers identified predictor variables that
drive occupant decisions, and behavioural models were then developed to predict the probability of an
occupant acting in a certain way or interacting with a building system.
Recently published work [100] contains a review of model types from this field of research. The
authors established three categories of models: implicit, explicit and data mining-based models.
Implicit models are used to understand the driving forces behind the behaviour itself, or to predict the
state of a building system or the occurrence of an occupant’s action based on the predictor variable.
Models used include linear regression, logistic regression models with a single or multivariate
variables, simple probability equations, sub-hourly occupancy-based and complex control models
(SHOCC) and Bayesian estimations.
Explicit models are used to provide a personalized description or prediction of the state of a building
system or the actions of an occupant. In this case, statistical and data-mining methods can be used to
obtain information on repetitive patterns of occupant behaviours and human-building interactions, and
provide insights into a building system’s user profiles. These models provide a probability distribution
of a certain event using Monte Carlo methods, discrete and semi-hidden Markov chain models, and
state transition analysis.
Data-mining methodologies (Cluster Analysis, Association Rules Mining, Decision Tree, and Rule
Induction) have been tested to identify and improve occupant behaviour modelling in buildings. The
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knowledge discovered through data mining techniques aims to overcome the shortcomings of more
traditional techniques, specifically when dealing with big data streams, by providing reliable models
of energy-related behaviours with fast legibility and high replication potential. [100]

2.3.2 Behavioural Models and Studies from Social Sciences [41]
Researchers have used a variety of behavioural models as a basis for occupant behaviour simulation
algorithms. General psychological behavioural models such as the MODE model (motivation and
opportunity as determinants) of attitude-behaviour processes, which assumes that the link between
attitude and behaviour comprises both emotional aspects and irrational decision-making processes
[101], have been developed. Ajzen, and later Netemeyer, introduced the theory of planned behaviour
(TPB) [102] [103] based on the theory of reasoned action, which was derived from the field of social
psychology. This model tries to predict behaviour as a result of a variety of predictors that determine a
person’s intention towards a specific behaviour. This framework is widely used in many different
fields of pro-environmentalist, occupant and consumer behaviour and in building energy research
fields as well [104] [89] [105] [106] [107].
Another group of researchers defined values as beliefs pertaining to desirable end states or mode of
conduct that transcend specific situations and guide choices and actions [108]. The Values-BeliefsNorms framework focuses on normative considerations and proposes that relatively stable and general
factors, namely values and environmental concerns, affect behaviour specific variables (i.e., problem
awareness, outcome efficacy and personal norm), which in turn influence behaviour [109]. Also, the
social practice theory is widely applied in the field of environmentalism, which was developed as a
framework for analysing and understanding the social phenomena and the dynamics of transition that
exist in human societies [110] [111].
The modified norm activation model, which was developed to explain altruistic/moral decision
making [40], integrates external influences (e.g., comfort, possible energy costs of behaviour, and
social expectations) with internal influences (e.g., moral motivations, personal norms). This model
assumes that, especially in contexts of the highly-repetitive activities of daily living, occupants
develop stable patterns of behaviour. The “knowledge-desire-ability-action” model (final report De
Nationale DenkTank, 2009 [112]) stated that various stages that lead to certain behaviours can be
identified, and thus it is possible to investigate behavioural change.
In one model[113], the determinants of household energy use are described in detail, including sociodemographic factors, family lifestyle, energy prices, energy-related behaviour, cost-benefit trade-offs,
effectiveness and responsibility, feedback, information, and home characteristics. The NeedsOpportunity-Ability model was developed for consumers [114]. In this framework, energy
consumption is driven by five kinds of forces: technological, economical, demographical,
institutional, and cultural developments. Needs and opportunities determine the motivation to
consume; opportunities and abilities determine the degree of behavioural control people have. People
need to have both behavioural control and motivation to do so. Opportunities are external conditions
and abilities are the internal capacities of an individual.
Among others, one study summarised, compared and provided links between the conceptual
definitions of models used in this field, highlighting the pros and cons of each theory in practice, and
declaring the need for a new, more widely applicable model [115]. This is outside the scope of the
current paper, and requires further research to evaluate their level of applicability in an
interdisciplinary research framework.
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Social science literature presents projects with quantitative methodological descriptions on survey
research related to human subjects, such as a survey project on the intentions of employees intentions
to conserve energy at work, where TPB was used to explain the relationship between intentions and
behaviour [104]. Another study investigated the adoption of solar thermal collectors and electric
vehicles [89]. Another study’s focus was the influence of environmental concerns on behaviour [116].
An extended TPB framework was used to test the intentions of park and ride facility usage [117].
These studies serve as great examples for the field of energy-related occupant behaviour from the
aspects of model-building, methodology development, and variable measurement. Well-established
behaviour models are used to build a system of variables that the researchers are interested in. In
addition, the risk of bias in survey results is minimised, and therefore the findings of these studies are
more reliable.

2.4 Research Gaps
The literature shows that residential and commercial buildings of the same type, scale and with
similar control options, even in similar climates, demonstrated significant variability in actual energy
use. This may be caused by differences in occupant behaviour. For example, a survey was conducted
in different countries on the window, lighting, blind, space heaters, and fan usage. This study found
some remarkable congruencies in lighting, heating and fan use, but significant variations as well in
terms of window and blind use [118] [119].
With respect to contextual gaps, an unbalanced geographical distribution can be observed among
independent studies using cross-sectional surveys, mainly deployed in Europe, U.S., China, and
Japan. A limited number of large-scale cross-sectional questionnaire surveys are carried out
worldwide, and these focus more on measuring and predicting human comfort than investigating
occupant behaviour and motivational drivers. Consequently, the current literature lacks the general
understanding of differences in occupant behaviour among diverse cultures, countries, and climates.
Most of the questionnaire surveys reviewed were carried out before 2010, and since then both office
and residential appliance usage has changed significantly, as most buildings are now equipped with
more electric appliances. In addition, investigations on other building types are very scarce in
literature. In view of this, an improved survey would provide better and more updated data coverage,
asking new questions that would be more relevant today.
With respect to the behavioural gaps, since the 1970s survey studies in the field of building science
have been used to gain a better understanding of multidisciplinary drivers of occupant behaviour
with respect to comfort and energy requirements in buildings. Research has aimed to uncover the
variables that drive occupants’ comfort satisfaction, needs, acceptance, and energy concerns. Existing
surveys have typically focused on only one or two specific occupant action types, while surveys
discovering the correlation on a wide spectrum of adaptive actions are needed [48], [42]. Similarly,
limited information is available on multiple drivers of behaviour by independent literature reviews.
Arbitrary conclusions have been drawn from scattered and limited national datasets on occupant
behaviour drivers that are then considered to be valid worldwide. How occupant behaviours differ
between cultures, countries, and climates is still little understood. Finally, no study so far provides
knowledge about the order of actions undertaken by the occupant in order to restore comfort condition
(thermal, visual, IAQ) when exposed to certain indoor and outdoor variables. In addition, energyrelated group behaviour has been little observed and understood, and innovative insights on the
behavioural interaction among social groups in office environments are also needed.
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A recently-published big-picture paper summarised the gaps of this field of research as well [43].
Researchers articulated the main gaps here as: (1) oversimplified or disregarded occupant
behaviours throughout the building operation process, (2) lack of common agreement on validity
and applicability of occupant behaviour modelling and simulation approaches, and (3) unclear humancentred interdisciplinary solutions.
In current work, I tried to address the following gaps in literature with projects founding the basis of
my main results statements respectively:
TABLE 1 - RESEARCH GAPS TACKELED IN THIS WORK WITH MAIN RESULTS

GAP

Main result statements to fill the gap

Oversimplified OB representation on real-world I/1-2
construction projects
Lack of Central-European OB dataset

II/1-3

Lack of understanding in multidisciplinary drivers in III/1-3
OB
Underrepresented building types in literature

IV

Lack of common agreement on OB modelling in BPS

V
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3. OCCUPANT BEHAVIOUR MODELLING OPPORTUNITIES IN
THE CURRENT DESIGN PROCESS

3.1 Case study 1 – Office Building [100]
3.1.1 Introduction to the Project
It is a common problem nowadays in the construction industry that there is a large gap between
designed and actual, measured energy consumption in buildings [120] [121] [122]. Besides the
limitations of building energy modelling tools, this is partly because designers could not take into
account some parameters that are hard to estimate such as workmanship quality, actual weather data.
The other, larger part that are causing discrepancies are technology installation quality and operation
patterns [38] [123]. Daily interactions between building systems and occupants drive total energy use
[124]. To clearly understand and accurately model occupant behaviour in buildings is crucial in
reducing the gap between design and measured building energy performance [125].
The performance gap caused by technologies not implemented or operated correctly can be filled in
by an audit or a commissioning process. However, other human behaviour-related aspects are hard to
be addressed and quantified such as occupants or operators not understanding the design or operation
intent, or lack of motivation to act in a way to save energy.One study states that reasonable changes in
operators’ behaviours can save 5%-30% of building energy consumption theoretically [126]. At the
same time, if the operation of the building is poor and not fine-tuned for energy-efficient use, less
savings can be demonstrated in case of retrofitting projects [127].
Building energy modelling (BEM) is an efficient tool to predict energy use in a building and help
quantify the energy-saving effect of different intervention measures proposed for a building. In the
retrofitting phase of a building’s life-cycle, BEM is used to quantify energy saving potential of
retrofitting measures [128] [129].
In this sub-section, a Hungarian case study is introduced where OB modelling played a key role in the
investigation process. This case study is a sample project of Subtask E of the IEA EBC ANNEX 66
[123], which is dealing with the industry adaptation and application of OB modelling tools.
The owner of a large office building built in 2008 was facing high utility bills and low user comfort in
his building which is located in Budapest, Hungary. The building has seven stories with a total floor
area of 7000 m2. The design occupancy of the building is 450 occupants. The office building was
designed and built according to the state-of-the-art design and energy management principles.
Therefore, the causes of the poor operation were not quite clear. The objective of the project was to
evaluate the energy performance and comfort indices of the building, to identify the causes of
malfunction, and to elaborate a comprehensive energy concept [130] to improve operations and
reduce energy use.
The aim of this case study is to demonstrate how OB could be better represented in case of a
Hungarian office building audit project and how it could support the building audit and retrofit
analysis process. Another goal was to address the performance gap and to quantify the human effect
on the energy consumption of the building.
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3.1.2 Methods Applied
In this section, main steps of the building audit project are described. The workflow was based on
literature and was fine-tuned according to the needs and problems of the specific building. Each step
of the workflow is shown on Figure 4 where steps required for appropriate OB representation are
highlighted with a grey box. For the general building energy audit and simulation tasks, a
multidisciplinary team has been set up. My task within the team was the investigation and analysis of
occupant behaviour patterns in the building (survey, BMS data, interviews, walk-throughs) and also
the occupant behaviour modelling within the dynamic building energy simulations.

FIGURE 4 - WORKFLOW CHART

Building Audit, Data Collection Phase
In the first phase of the project, building conditions and operation parameters were evaluated focusing
on the building management systems (BMS), occupant control behaviour and user comfort. The
evaluation tools used include:
•

•
•
•
•
•

An online questionnaire on indoor comfort problems and occupant behaviour (See Appendix
8.2 for excerpts of the questionnaire). The questionnaire was compiled based on CBE thermal
comfort survey [46] and was adjusted to building-specific conditions. In addition to thermal
comfort questions, occupants were asked about occupancy and energy-related control
behaviour. The web-based questionnaire link [131] was sent out in a bilingual format to all
workers on 11 March 2014 followed by a reminder two weeks later. Survey was filled in by
212 workers out of 450 which means a high response rate of 47%.
Analysis of available BMS data related to building operation and energy use. Data points
included: electricity, natural gas and water submeters, and AHU temperatures (inlet, outlet
and before heat recovery unit temperature).
Analysis of the room-level HVAC equipment operation and indoor climate conditions
recorded by the BMS. Data points included: Fan Coil usage, valve-state, and thermostat
setpoint.
Analysis and benchmarking of Plug load and lighting electricity consumption per office
block (1-10 office rooms).
Occupancy analysis based on two years of motion-sensor data for offices and meeting
rooms.
Annual utility bills (electricity, natural gas, water) were analysed to provide an additional
double-check to validate energy and water meter logs.
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Interviews and on-site walk-through investigating building usage in offices and meeting
rooms. Walk-through and these interviews were conducted on 3 April 2014. 63 offices and 10
meeting rooms were audited. In these offices, 181 work stations were logged. Weather and
BMS data were logged and analysed for this day to determine correlations between indoor
and outdoor physical parameters and occupant behaviour patterns (window opening,
thermostat setpoint adjustment and shading use).
Thermal comfort measurement in the offices receiving the most negative feedback based
on the results of the questionnaire and survey. These measurements were carried out to show
work-safety compliance based on local, Hungarian building code [132] on 7 April 2014 in the
morning hours.
Thermographic survey of the building envelope on 21 February 2014 in the morning hours.
Air temperature difference between the indoor and outdoor spaces was 18.2ºC. Type and
make of the thermographic sensor was FLIR PM675.

Intervention measures, saving estimations
After the main problems were discovered and intervention areas were identified, a list of proposed
interventions was compiled. Each of these measures would save energy or water in the building.
Based on savings achieved, financial viability of implementation of these measures was investigated.
Yearly energy saving was estimated by building energy modelling. Savings and panel distribution in
measures related to solar renewable energy use were calculated using software PVGIS [133] and
Ecotect [134]. For these calculations, PV and collector panel efficiency decrease with time was
considered as well. Annual water and energy savings were calculated based on steady-state, annual
efficiency improvements for water saving measures.
Building Energy Modelling
For a large office building with complex energy systems, it would be unrealistic to expect that the
actual energy saving potential of measures proposed could be estimated using “manual” calculation.
However, with the capabilities of today's computers, systematic approaches are becoming more
feasible and practical to use in such projects in order to estimate energy use and energy cost of
buildings [135].
The project team chose the dynamic, zonal simulation tool IDA ICE [136] for annual energy saving
estimation. For a dynamic energy model, it is essential to use appropriate parameters to represent the
building. Two types of models were used in our investigations for different purposes: a partial (onefloor) model and a whole-building energy model. This section describes types of data input to the two
types of energy models.

FIGURE 5 - 3D VIEW OF THE BUILDING ENERGY MODEL IN IDA ICE
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The Partial Building Energy Models
Occupant behaviour-related sensitivity analyses were carried out using a partial one-floor model
representing an average floor (2nd floor) of the building. Based on results from the onsite walkthrough, interviews, and fan coil (FC) valve state investigations, we could build up a real thermostatuse case. This case was compared in energy consumption to a base-case where thermostat setpoint
modifications were not allowed for users, i.e., the system was controlled by fixed setpoints: with a
minimum 22.5ºC and a maximum 24ºC.
The same partial building energy model was used for a window-opening sensitivity analysis where
window opening frequencies and durations were evaluated in terms of heating energy consumption
during the winter season. This analysis supported the calibration process of the whole-building energy
model.
The Whole-Building Energy Model
Physical parameters related to the construction materials and installation quality were determined
based on the comprehensive building audit. As-built plan drawings were used to establish the
building’s geometry and construction materials. Thermographic images were used to identify thermal
bridges and leaking windows and doors that were installed in low quality.
HVAC parameters were determined based on the audit of the primary HVAC equipment including the
boiler, chillers and air handling units (AHU), as well as the secondary systems such as FC units.
The building audit results enabled us to do an indirect analysis of occupant behaviour (occupancy, FC
usage (valve states), window opening, manual shading control overwrite frequency, plug loads,
lighting, personal heaters). The final modelling of these aspects is described below.
For model calibration, the owner provided five years (2009-2013) of utility bills and monthly
submeter logs. The calibration process included monthly analysis and fine-tuning of operational
patterns due to the effect of occupants’ behaviour and control actions (see section 5 as well).
As an indicator of the model calibration quality, normalized mean bias error (NMBE) was used,
which is defined in ASHRAE Guideline 14-2002 [137]. This guideline is widely used for building
energy model calibration. The NMBE acceptance threshold is 5% if monthly calibration is used.
NMBE is calculated as:

NMBE =

∑𝑛
̂ 𝑖)
𝑖=1(𝑦𝑖 −𝑦
𝑛∗𝑦̅

* 100

(1)

where yi is the measured data with n data points, which is averaged in 𝑦̅. This is compared to the
modelled values (𝑦̂).
Intervention packages
Main problems and potential intervention areas were determined based on the results of the building
audit. Final intervention packages were compiled based on the payback-period-based comparison of
each individual measure. At the end of the current project, interventions were accepted by the owner
to be implemented. As part of this process, a training session was hold to the operators where current
problems and planned interventions were proposed and also a session for occupants is planned to
facilitate further energy savings in the building.
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3.1.3 Occupant Behaviour-Related Findings from Building Audit
Transversal survey results
First finding of the surveys was that 94% of occupants indicated that they control their thermal
environment either by shading or thermostats. Occupants are basically satisfied with acoustics,
cleanliness and lighting of their office spaces. Dissatisfaction is experienced in connection with office
temperature and air quality. There was a free-text complaint part of the survey where occupants
mainly submitted complaints about the absence of operable windows, FC units and lighting control.
Sewage smell was recorded by more than 30 occupants from many points in the building.
During the summer and winter months 29% and 26% of the occupants respectively feel thermal
discomfort. In both seasons they feel their offices too hot. Meeting rooms are used by 67% of
respondents (142 workers). 50 people of them use shading adjustments, 34 open windows and 40 set
the thermostat setpoints regularly in meeting rooms.
Walk-through results
During the walk-through, we found 14 offices with windows open. Lighting was on in 77% of the
office spaces. There are three types of wall-mounted thermostats (Figure 6). STR 350 and STR 150
are multifunctional thermostats where not only the temperature can be set but also the level of FC fan
speed, lighting and shading state. Users currently can turn up or down thermostat setpoint by + or 3°C.

FIGURE 6 - WALL-MOUNTED THERMOSTAT TYPES: INTELLIGENT: STR 350, STR150 AND SIMPLE:
STR102

The share of multifunctional and simple thermostats is 53-47%. On the day of the walk-through
according to our records, 48% of thermostats were in heating mode and 52% in cooling (walk-through
and these interviews were conducted on 3 April 2014). Based on the BMS records for that day, a large
variety of indoor air temperatures could be seen ranging from 19 to 28°C. On Figure 7, FC unit modes
used on the very same day can be seen. There is no connection between FC mode and temperature.
For example there is no tendency that in the heating-mode offices the temperature is lower (Figure 7).
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FIGURE 7 - - MEASURED INDOOR AIR TEMPERATURES ON THE DAY OF WALK-THROUGH

It was also investigated whether there is any connection between orientation and FC mode used on
that given day. But no correlation was found. It was recorded what IT devices are used in the offices.
Results are showed on Figure 8. Majority of workers uses desktop computers with 1.3 screens on
average.

Nr. of
workstations

Screen

Desktop
computer

Printer

FIGURE 8 - NUMBER AND TYPES OF IT EQUIPMENT IN OFFICES

During the walk-through, air quality, smells, lighting states were recorded as well. 14% of the cases,
unpleasant air quality was found and 3% of the rooms had sewage smell.
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Fan coil operation mode analysis

Heating
Heating + Cooling
FC off
Cooling

FIGURE 9 - FAN COIL OPERATION MODES ON THE DAY OF WALK-THROUGH

FC and other operation conditions (valve state, ventilator state, indoor temperature setpoint, measured
air temperature, occupancy state) were investigated on the day of the walk-through. Data were
obtained from the BMS system:
• Only data from 44 offices could be used out of 83 as many of the datasets were deficient.
•

20,5% of these offices showed permanent occupancy during the whole day. These sensors
must be broken.

•

21 offices were only in heating mode, and 17 were only in cooling during the day. Six offices
used both heating and cooling during the same day, where simple thermostats were installed
and the heating setpoint in the morning hours was higher than the cooling setpoint in the
afternoon.

•

In 14% of the offices, the FC units were left on during absence. The control link between the
motion sensor and the FC unit is not working.

•

Heating setpoints were between 22-25,5°C.

•

Cooling setpoints were 18,4-25,5°C.

•

Southern glass-wall offices could not be cooled down below 25-26°C.

Occupant behaviour-related problems identified, potential areas of interventions
During the audit process, serious thermal comfort issues and complaints were recorded. According to
survey results, 42% of workers were unsatisfied with thermal comfort or air quality. This ratio is 75%
in those offices where windows are fixed, not operable. In these offices, occupants have only one
option to control their thermal environment: changing the FC setpoint. This was one of the most
important areas of intervention. On the one hand, possible thermostat setpoints needed revision and
also an investigation was needed on the reasons of discomfort on the level of secondary system (FC
unit).
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According to survey results, 21% of workers are dissatisfied with visual comfort in their offices.
Regarding natural light, it was identified that the shading system’s control algorithm is too forgiving
and as occupants had the chance to overwrite it, its operation is not efficient. The artificial lighting
system’s control is not providing uniform, consistent levels of lighting based on daylighting sensors.
Both the sensors and control algorithms should be revised.

3.1.4 Application of Occupant Behaviour Modelling
Based on the results of the building audit, a dynamic building energy model was built according to the
methodology described above to estimate energy savings for most energy-related intervention
measure. As occupants have many control options in this building, and during the audit process they
showed extremely wide variety of occupant behaviour patterns, the most important part of the
building energy model was to represent appropriately occupancy and the behaviour of users which
had an enormous effect on the building’s energy consumption and therefore on our predictions as
well. These behaviours were determined based on the audit findings. This section describes how the
information was extracted and then represented in the most resource-efficient yet precise way.
Occupant actions that have the largest effect on energy consumption patterns of this building were
thermostat usage and window opening behaviour. These were investigated in more detail in a partial
energy model. Here results of these investigations are introduced.
FC usage patterns showed a great variety on the day of the walk-through. To investigate the effect of
this phenomenon on the energy consumption of the building, a partial model of the building’s second
floor was developed. Variation in energy consumption was investigated using the sensitivity analysis.
The Base-case did not allow occupant controls and thermostats were set to the ideal setpoints
determined by the building owner. Then alternative cases were investigated with various levels of
control options. The most extreme scenario was what we found in the building on the day of the walkthrough: occupants were allowed to use heating and cooling within the very same day in neighbouring
offices with setpoint temperatures ranging from 18ºC to 28ºC.
Our results showed that heating and cooling energy consumption was increased by 10% and 5%
respectively in the extreme case compared to the base case. These thermostat use patterns were
implemented into the final whole-building energy model.
The same partial energy model was used to carry out sensitivity analysis on the effect of window
opening on the heating energy consumption. Window opening frequencies and schedules were
determined based on data collected from the building:
•

BMS system window state signals,

•

As-built plans analysis (actual presence of operable windows in the rooms),

•

Walk-through (current state of operable windows),

•

Interview and survey results.

Simulated heating consumption results were compared to actual natural gas consumption of the
building. After many iterations, a deterministic, time-based window-opening schedule was obtained
that represented most of the real-world window opening habits of users. This behaviour is heavily
time-based: workers opened windows once an hour during weekdays and working hours for five
minutes in their own offices.
In the following sub-sections, occupant-related aspects and findings are introduced which were later
on implemented into our final whole-building energy model.
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Occupancy
To determine realistic occupancy schedules for the whole-building energy model, motion sensor data
recorded by the BMS system was analysed in three different room types: 4-person offices, private
offices and meeting rooms. The annual average occupancy varied between 62 and 77% in offices,
while meeting rooms were used only 20-23% of the working hours. The motion sensors used in the
building did not count the number of occupants in a room, they only reported occupancy status.
Therefore, data from meeting rooms and 4-person offices were fine-tuned based on our walk-through
logs, survey feedback and references of typical number of occupants in office buildings. Occupancy
schedules were fine-tuned by walk-through results which found 143 workers present out of 180,
which means a 79% of overall occupancy rate, slightly higher than findings from the BMS data
analysis. Final occupancy patterns were implemented into IDA ICE as static schedules for offices and
meeting rooms.

FIGURE 10 - ANNUAL AVERAGE OCCUPANCY OF THREE TYPES OF ROOMS ON WEEKDAYS

Window opening
Heating energy consumption sensitivity analysis was used to determine window opening schedules.
Investigations showed that window opening habits were mostly time-driven. Also during the
calibration process, we found that the more precise modelling of window opening behaviour brings
the estimate heating energy use closer to the actual heating energy consumption of the building.
Therefore, real-life window schedules were used in the final whole-building energy model.
Shading
Shading use was analysed using as-built plan analysis (presence of external shading in the rooms),
walk-through results about interior shading devices’ presence and current state, and interviews and
surveys.
External shading louvers have a centralized control driven by solar irradiance and wind velocity. As
there is a possibility to overwrite this control by occupants calling the building operators, external
shading controls were adjusted in the whole-building energy model based on:
• Actual BMS system signals about the state of shading louvers,
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Interview and survey results about the overwrite frequencies.

Internal shading was found to be present only in 27% of rooms and often not used. Therefore, internal
shading were not modelled in the whole-building energy model.
Lighting
Based on walk-through observations and interviews, we found that the lighting system would need a
daylighting recalibration as building users could call a dispatcher service and set their own lighting
levels. Accordingly, the lighting control in the energy model was modified.
Heating and cooling setpoint adjustments
Firstly, BMS data analysis was carried out about the FC unit valve states and temperature setpoints in
each room. Secondly, the partial model was used to determine the appropriate representation of
occupants’ thermostat usage. This type of behaviour was represented by deterministic schedules.
Plug loads
As part of the plug load-related indoor heat gains, computers, printers, fridges, personal fans, heaters
and other electric equipment were modelled based on the BMS system dataset (considering
unoccupied periods as well), survey results and also the equipment log filled in at the onsite walkthrough. At the same time, plug-load and lighting energy consumption analysis was done per room
groups based on electricity submeter data. Based on these sources, the distribution of large plug-load
electricity consumers were finalized.

3.1.5 Building Energy Model Calibration
The electricity consumption of the baseline building energy model representing the current state of the
building was calibrated to measured energy consumption. Using the ASHRAE method described in
section Methods, NMBE for electricity consumption was 3% for the five year period investigated
(2009-2013). The monthly calibration threshold (5%) was not reached in each month, monthly NMBE
was calculated to be between 1 and 13%.
Causes of winter-months discrepancies were investigated thoroughly during the calibration process
and it was found that in the baseline model, parallel heating and cooling use behaviour was modelled
by deterministic schedules which had a significant effect (underestimation of electricity consumption
by 5 to 10%) in heating-dominated months (December – April).

3.1.6 Discussion
Occupant behaviour modelling
Window opening schedules used in the energy models were static as it was found that the use of
commonly known stochastic window opening models would require an extreme amount of effort
which could not be included in the project scope. This time-driven window opening behaviour might
come from a cultural and local occupant habit: occupants are used to open windows regularly in
Hungarian residential buildings. People open windows similarly in their workplaces. To identify other
possible drivers, further investigations would be needed such as a qualitative, extended transversal
survey.
Fan coil usage patterns showed a huge variability in the building. These behavioural patterns were
represented in our building energy model to obtain energy saving data for each retrofitting measure
assuming the same user behaviour in the building using deterministic heating and cooling use
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schedules. It must be noted that these schedules were used for project resource-efficiency reasons. A
more precise calibration and realistic representation of this type of behaviour would have been
reached by using a stochastic OB model developed for this building using statistical analysis methods.
Further investigation is needed in the future to find methods that are usable in case of commercial
projects for more realistic OB representation in case of retrofit projects.
Another approach was presented to the owner as well: there is a huge potential in energy savings if
occupants are trained to better interact with the building systems. According to the international
studies, an annual energy saving of 14-22-30% can be reached if occupants behave in a more energyconscious way [138] [139] [140].
Occupancy data analysis of the building showed that, shocking to the building owner, all HVAC
equipment (fresh air, heating, cooling) were running at 100% occupancy mode. Therefore, it was
proposed to take the data from the motion sensors as an input to optimize the HVAC control
mechanisms. This way further energy savings could be achieved which was beyond the project scope.
In a later phase, a training session was hold to the building operation staff, but after that the whole
operating team changed and many obvious operating mistakes were discovered.
Currently, only motion sensor data were available in the building to determine occupancy status. In
future, data of number of occupants could be obtained by people count sensors, or through the
analysis of CO2 levels in the rooms, which was used by other researchers with some level of success
[141] [142] [143].
Occupant robustness in buildings
During the process of conducting this audit project, many questions arose in connection with the
occupants’ freedom of control in relation to environmental office parameters. It was found that in this
building, occupants had maximum freedom to act to restore their comfort and 94% answered in the
survey that they actually used these controls: window opening, shading control overwrite, lighting
system recalibration, and heating/cooling setpoint adjustments. At the same time, somewhat
surprisingly large percentage (29% and 26% during summer and winter respectively) of office
workers complained about thermal discomfort. This phenomenon is a typical vicious spiral where
building operation staff does everything to satisfy occupants’ needs, consuming vast amount of
energy, while at the same time occupants still have thermal discomfort, are unsatisfied and keep
complaining.
The occupants’ freedom of control influences the impact of occupants’ behaviour on the energy
consumption of buildings, thus influencing the energy robustness of a building [144]. Numerous
studies have shown that occupants sub-optimally use such controls to improve comfort during times
of significant discomfort, but are much more passive when the source of discomfort is alleviated
[145]. One study also states that one cause for people to act in energy-intensive ways is if they
encounter prolonged and consistent discomfort [145]. Another fact is that occupants prefer to have
control over their environment no matter they are connected or not (placebo controls) to actual HVAC
equipment [146].
Therefore, the ultimate design question is how much freedom should be given to the occupants. In
other words, what is the optimal level of energy-robustness of buildings? According to literature,
robust design refers to the design process as a whole, carried out in such a way that it is difficult for
users to make inappropriate decisions [147]. However, it is still unclear when an occupant’s action
can be called “inappropriate” and whether there are other options in the hands of building operators
(such as building use training for occupants) than sealing windows or locking thermostats in a box.
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Occupant-related uncertainties of measures
It was also investigated whether occupant behaviour had any impact on the energy or water savings
calculated for the intervention measures (Table 2). OB impact was described by three levels:
negligible, medium and high. Based on the energy use pattern analysis of the building, it was found
that the overall DHW energy consumption of the kitchen is only 0.4% of the whole building, therefore
the OB impact of installing solar thermal collectors were set to negligible. As office lighting’s share is
about 11%, occupants’ effect on energy consumption is considered medium (5 to 20%). While the
heating, cooling and air-conditioning of office spaces takes approximately 32.7% of the building’s
energy consumption, occupants’ impact can be considered high. Questionnaire survey results showed
that 94% of workers in the building used environmental controls in their office environment.
Automatic shading controls were overwritten by 28.3% of occupants. Therefore, the behaviour of
workers/occupants have a high influence on energy consumption.
TABLE 2 - OCCUPANT BEHAVIOUR IMPACT AND MODELLING OF MEASURES

Measure

Shading control
overwrite

Lighting system recalibration

Influencing
Parameters

Heating, cooling
and lighting use

Lighting use

OB impact
level
(Negligible,
medium,
high)
How is it
Stochastic shading
modelled
control algorithms
ideally?

Daylighting control
models, new
manual overwrite
models

Optimized
thermostat settings
and inlet air
temperature
schedule, and
radiant ceiling
heating and
cooling panels
Heating, cooling
and ventilation
energy use

Solar thermal
collectors for
kitchen domestic
hot water (DHW)

Stochastic setpoint
adjustment
algorithms

DHW use
schedules

DHW energy use

It was found that occupants have a high level of impact on the shading control overwrite. With the
overwrite of the automated shading control, savings could be calculated based on the assumption that
occupants will not switch to manual operation again as the new control strategy provides higher visual
comfort. This assumption introduces uncertainties into our model. This uncertainty could be resolved
by the use of more advanced, stochastic shading control models built on the actual behaviour of
building occupants. However, this is not realistic to be included in a commercial project of this scale
at this point due to extensive resource demand of advanced energy modelling.
For the lighting system recalibration, occupants have a moderate level of impact on the lighting
energy consumption as a recalibrated daylighting control would enhance visual comfort in all office
spaces. Energy saving estimation would be more accurate if new lighting control overwriting models
were developed and implemented into building energy models.
Energy savings from optimized thermostat setpoints, supply air temperature and schedule, the use of
radiant ceiling panels for heating and cooling instead of fan coil units are highly dependent on
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occupants’ behaviour. More advanced, stochastic thermostat setpoint adjustment algorithms are
available in literature ([82] [64] [148] [149]). However, application of these models was not realistic
in this project as the required effort was well beyond the project budget.
A sample-office retrofit was proposed to the owner to test the occupant-education program
effectiveness and other intervention measures on a small scale to have exact energy-saving figures in
the building. This reference office is still under consideration. In case the owner decides to build it,
installation of an extensive monitoring system is planned.

3.1.7 Conclusion
In the framework of this project, I managed to reduce the performance gap of the building caused by
the oversimplified representation of OB. Using a set of building use analysis and modelling
techniques, OB could be represented in a more realistic way within the project budget.
Using sensitivity analysis on the impact of occupant behaviour, I found that the heating and cooling
(fan-coil) usage patterns of office workers detected in the building causes +10% heating and +5%
cooling energy consumption increase in a year compared to the scenario where occupants have no
control over the heating and cooling system
In connection with this case study, it has to be noted that there are more advanced OB representation
and modelling techniques available in the literature. The performance gap could be addressed in an
even more precise manner using these techniques but the application of these techniques is heavily
resource-efficient therefore hard to be fitted into a commercial project. This way the need can be
formulated here to develop and apply more usable OB representation and modelling techniques.

3.2 Case Study 2 – Residential Single Family Building [150]
3.2.1 Introduction to the Project
This section describes a proposed building design optimisation methodology using Integrated Design
Process (IDP) approach which was developed during a single family house (SFH) design project. As
part of the presented building optimisation process, the design phase is supported by building energy
modelling (BEM), daylighting analysis and wind tunnel simulations. The effect of passive and active
energy efficiency improvement measures are evaluated in line with possible future climate and
occupant behaviour scenarios. Using these tools, the beneficial effect of the advanced design
measures could be quantified. With the implementation of the most cost, energy and comfort effective
measures, an energetically optimised building can be created taking into consideration climate change
and occupancy changes during the life cycle, as well.
As mentioned above, as part of the methodology development process, an occupancy scenario
analysis method was proposed. I investigated the impact of family composition on the energy
consumption of the building.

3.2.2 Methodology
On the flowchart (Figure 11), the integrated optimisation design methodology developed can be seen.
The conventional linear design process was substituted by Integrated Design Process (IDP) serving as
basis for the new methodology [150]. During this project, the architectural design team was supported
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by sustainable consultancy by a team of two where I followed each step of the methodology,
investigated owner’s needs, conducted simulations and provided optimal solutions for the owner.
Daylight simulations have been carried out by my colleague. Below, the occupancy-related sensitivity
analysis process is described.

FIGURE 11 - FLOWCHART OF THE METHODOLOGY DEVELOPED

The step of occupancy-related sensitivity analysis is highlighted with a black frame on Figure 11
above. With sensitivity analyses I could gain information on the extent of influence that an external
factor may have on the energy consumption of our building designed. The most important external
factors that have the most influence on the energy use are the weather conditions and the occupant
behaviour patterns. [151] [152].
It was investigated what the order of magnitude of change is in annual energy consumption patterns
after a possible change in occupant behaviour. As part of this set of sensitivity analysis, the effect of
total occupant number change and heating/cooling setpoint adjustments are considered. Afterwards,
the design decisions made during the process should be revised taking into account results of
sensitivity analyses to ensure that the building designed will be able to meet future requirements of
energy-efficient operation considering that the annual energy consumption is robust enough in case of
different occupancy scenarios as well.

3.2.3 Input Parameters of Occupancy-Related Sensitivity Analysis
The sensitivity the proposed building’s yearly energy consumption (heating and cooling end energy
usage) was investigated in case the number of inhabitants and building usage change. During the
design process the future, long-term plans of the SFH owner was investigated. The baseline case was
when 4 residents occupy the building. In this case, three bedrooms and living areas setpoints were set
to 26°C for summer, 20°C for winter according to local thermal comfort standards. Occupants carried
out actions (window opening, shading control overwrite, manual lighting control and thermostat
setpoint modifications in their living spaces and bedrooms.
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The sensitivity analysis was carried out for scenarios that represented the assumed future building
occupancy of the SFH:
•

2 residents: 2 adults, both working:

children bedrooms and guestroom setpoints set back: 28°C for summer, 18°C for winter, internal heat
gains are decreased proportionately compared to the proposed case (4 residents), shading control
overwrite, other actions are not possible in rooms unoccupied.
•

3 residents: 2 adults and one child

one bedroom and guestroom setpoints set back: 28°C for summer, 18°C for winter, internal heat gains
are decreased proportionately, shading control overwrite, other actions are not possible in rooms
unoccupied.
•

4 residents (used as baseline): 2 adults and 2 children

guestroom setpoints set back: 28°C for summer, 18°C for winter, shading control overwrite, other
actions are not possible in guestroom.
•

5 residents: 2 adults and 2 children and one grandmother

every room is fully heated, cooled, shading control overwrite, other actions are possible.

3.2.4 Application of Occupant Behaviour Modelling
The sensitivity of the proposed building’s yearly energy consumption (heating and cooling end energy
usage) was investigated in case the number of inhabitants and building usage change. Results of the
heating consumption sensitivity analysis are shown on Figure 12. There is a tendency that in case of
scenarios with more residents, the heating energy consumption is larger. The annual deviation of
heating energy consumption is in scenarios 2, 3 and 5 residents compared to the proposed 4 residents
scenario -6%, -4% and +10% respectively.

FIGURE 12 - RESULTS OF THE HEATING CONSUMPTION SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

Results of the cooling consumption sensitivity analysis are shown on Figure 13. A stronger tendency
is displayed on the change in cooling energy consumption in case of the scenarios compared to the
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heating energy use investigation. The annual deviation of cooling energy consumption is in scenarios
2, 3 and 5 residents compared to the proposed 4 residents scenario -20%, -2% and +16% respectively.

FIGURE 13 - RESULTS OF THE COOLING CONSUMPTION SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

3.2.5 A Guideline for Residential Building Design Process, Conclusion
In case of the sensitivity analysis on occupancy change, it was found that the heating energy
consumption is not changing significantly. It is assumed that the difference was small because the
change in internal heat gains and the setback in zones unoccupied had adverse effects on heating
energy demand and thus these phenomena balanced each other. On the other hand, large deviations
could be seen in the annual cooling energy consumption of the building (16-20%). It can be stated that
in this case the changes in each scenario affected the yearly cooling energy consumption in the same
direction. E.g. in case the internal heat gains are decreased and the shading control cannot be
overwritten in most of the rooms, the cooling consumption is lowered by both modifications.
The methodology developed could greatly support the design process. The architectural project team
was aware of the input data needed, analyses carried out, the outcomes of the analyses and the
necessary design changes to carry out during the whole design process. It resulted in a highperformance, sustainable building design in a very efficient way.
This method applied to investigate the energy performance sensitivity of the building for occupancy
scenarios was the method that could be fitted into this practice-oriented design project. In the future,
more occupant behaviour types could be modelled and considered in a resource-efficient way to
enhance the design process.
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3.3 Main Results on Occupant Behaviour Modelling Opportunities in the
Current Design Process
Main Result I
on Occupant Behaviour Modelling Opportunities in the Current Design Process
I investigated and modelled occupant behaviour in an office and in a residential building project
within the constraints of two typical Hungarian construction-market sustainable consultancy projects:
a design and an operation optimization project in real construction industry situations. Although the
energy performance predictions became more precise with my methods applied in case of the
performance optimisation project, there is a strong need to gain more information about human
behaviour in our buildings and also to develop modelling methods that are more precise and easier
applicable.
I/1
In case of an existing Hungarian office building, I used calibrated, dynamic building energy
simulation models to represent the building’s energy use patterns. As an example, a semi-automated
(automatic shading and lighting, fancoils with thermostats, manually operated windows) office
building was used from the Váci út, Budapest office corridor.
I found that the heating and cooling (fan-coil) usage patterns of office workers detected in the
building causes +10% heating and +5% cooling energy consumption increase in a year
compared to the scenario where occupants have no control over the heating and cooling system
[153].
I/2
Through a single family house design project, I managed to show the influence of family setup on the
yearly energy consumption by means of dynamic building energy simulations. Occupancy scenarios
with 2, 3 and 5 occupants were compared to the baseline, 4-occupant family composition. Occupants
were represented in the simulations by occupancy schedules, automatic thermostat setbacks for unoccupied periods and user interactions: manual overwrite of the shading, lighting system and window
opening.
My simulation results show that a family composition change means -6% to +10% deviation in
annual heating energy consumption and -20% to +16% change in cooling energy consumption
[150].
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4. INVESTIGATION ON OCCUPANT BEHAVIOUR TO ENHANCE
THE DESIGN PROCESS

In this section, three projects are introduced where I conducted data collection campaigns to
investigate and understand human behaviour in buildings. Main results derived from these projects
were found during the course of work that might be important pieces to fill the gaps in our current
knowledge on energy-related occupant behaviour. The first project is part of an international effort
where office occupant behaviour is investigated and compared internationally. I conducted the
Hungarian data collection and analysis campaign where main results II/1-3 were found. The second
project’ focus was on behavioural change of a set of office occupants when their physical office
environment changes. Main results III/1-3 were found here. The third project found environmental
and social, contextual motivating factors in case of window opening and closing behaviour in a school
building. Based on the time-series dataset, main results IV were found.

4.1 Large-scale Office Worker Behaviour Study [154] [155]
4.1.1 Background, Introduction to the Project
To investigate and quantify the human dimension in a building’s energy use, an international research
study has been launched as part of project IEA EBC ANNEX66 [123] using an interdisciplinary
framework. It was found that one of the most useful research tools to employ the apparent importance
of interdisciplinary research among behavioural and energy-related fields could be cross-country
studies by including the analysis of occupant behaviour from diverse backgrounds and cultures [45].
Despite the surge of research in recent decades, there is still a shortage of social scientists and
engineers who are trained in conducting cross-country and comparative studies [156].
To study and understand energy-related occupant behaviour in buildings, a cross-sectional
questionnaire survey is a useful tool to gain insights into general behavioural patterns, drivers, causes
and the perceived effect of behaviour, as well as finding connections between human, social, and local
comfort parameters [44] [41]. Cross-sectional studies are defined as experiments in which a single
measurement is made on a sample of individuals at a single point in time [45]. A limited number of
large-scale cross-sectional questionnaire surveys are carried out worldwide. Their focus is more on
measuring and predicting human comfort than investigating occupant behaviour and motivational
drivers. Consequently, the current literature lacks the general understanding of differences in occupant
behaviour among diverse cultures, countries, and climates [41].
In current project, the interdisciplinary framework and the questionnaire itself was worked out by a
team of 4: a social scientist, two building energy professionals and myself. Following the
questionnaire development process, I was responsible for the Hungarian data collection campaign and
data analysis. After a brief introduction to our joint team-work on the framework and the
questionnaire development, I introduce my results from Hungary and I formulate my main result
statements based on this.
The survey framework developed in this project is a synthesis of theories from building physics and
social psychology including social cognitive theory (SCT), the theory of planned behaviour (TPB),
and the drivers-needs-actions-systems (DNAS) ontology for energy-related behaviours.
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FIGURE 14 - INTERDISCIPLINARY RESEARCH FRAMEWORK, AS AN INTEGRATION OF THE SCT, DNAS
FRAMEWORK AND TBP [154]

The new integrated framework has several strengths compared to each individual existing theory.
These strengths condense in the selection of the most significant socio-technical components of
energy-related behaviours from each of the three frameworks, as well as the synthesis of new
variables reflecting the socio-technical nature of building energy use behaviours.
As an example, the TPB ignores one's need to perform certain behaviours, but the DNAS framework
has an explicit component to enhance it. The DNAS framework explains energy-use behaviors (the
Actions having energy- and comfort-related effects on the control Systems) as a direct consequence of
personal Needs, (i.e., thermal, visual, acoustic comfort) compelled by a set of motivational Drivers
(e.g., temperature too hot, poor indoor air quality, lack of view from outside). However, data obtained
through that linear approach is still based on rather physical components, which limit the degree to
which social norms, group dynamics or individual motivations can be covered.
The TPB provides explicit components to improve the DNAS, i.e., how one's need to perform the
behavior is mediated by social dynamics in the workspace, such as the perceived social pressure from
co-workers and employers on how one should behave, or how the intention to share control is shaped
by personal beliefs, habits, or the perceived power over the control systems.
The SCT connects with the DNAS framework and the TPB as the outermost layer organizing the
dynamic interplay of environmental, personal and behavioural factors (motivational drivers) of energy
use behaviour. This point reflects in the new framework in the hypothesis people adopt certain
behaviors to accomplish basic biological needs, but also with the influences of personal cognitive
factors from the social environment (i.e., attitudes, social norms, perceived behavioral control further
explained by using elements of the TBP) or physical environment (i.e. the actual access to the control
systems as described in the specific element of the DNAS framework) [154].
As a research tool, an online cross-sectional survey was designed to collect cross-country responses
from office occupants among 14 universities within 6 countries from 4 continents. This section of the
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thesis introduces the research method, results and findings of the Hungarian data collection campaign
conducted among 245 occupants in 5 universities across the country. Data collection in other
countries is still an on-going effort. Therefore, results of the international comparison are going to be
published in the upcoming year.

4.1.2 Research Method
Based on the proposed research framework, a cross-sectional survey was designed consisting of 37
questions. The online survey was designed to investigate how social-psychological and demographic
factors (i.e., independent variables) are related to occupants’ behavioural intention in sharing the
control systems (i.e., dependent variables) and identify occupants’ choice of adaptive actions from a
group of occupants by analysing the statistical inference of the estimated parameters and the relative
importance of each of these factors. Additionally, the survey results are expected to provide important
social-psychological (e.g., group norms) findings to building efficiency solution and simulation
modelling by considering both building technology and social context.
The survey was designed to collect responses from the targeted administrative staff and faculties
among 14 universities and research centres across four continents (America, Asia, Europe, Australia)
and six countries (USA, China, Italy, Hungary, Poland, Australia). The survey was conducted already
in three university institutions in Italy, in one university in the USA and in Hungary. The survey is
currently open in several other countries (USA, three institutions in Poland, Australia, and China).
The survey is anonymous and no personal identification has been/will be collected. Each survey
response was/will be recorded in the Quatrics software together with the date of compilation and
geographical coordinates.
Every survey question in the questionnaire represents one or more independent variables to articulate
the 37 measures of the investigation (Figure 15). Two additional variables (building location and
season of the year) can be directly inferred from the survey without compromising data privacy
issues. All measures except for control variables are estimated by participants’ responses to the items
with a five-point Likert-type scale [154].

FIGURE 15 - THE PROPOSED QUESTIONNAIRE TO MEASURE THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS,
CONSISTING OF 37 QUESTIONS CONNECTED TO DEPENDENT AND INDEPENDENT VARIABLES [154]
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To ensure future quality of international comparison results, it was crucial to apply a rigorous survey
translation process. The survey instrument, originally developed in English, is translated into national
questionnaires, in diverse languages (Italian, Polish, Hungarian, Chinese). A translation guideline
protocol has been developed and followed to ensure equivalence across languages. Semantic,
conceptual, and normative equivalence of survey questions is guaranteed by re-translating survey
questions back into English before finalizing translated versions, by following a double translation
process (DTP) [157], one of most adopted translation processes for survey questionnaires:
a) Preparation step. Two bilingual translators for each language are identified. Elements of the
English original version (EOV), which might be problematic to translate to the target languages due to
any reason (terminology or differences in culture or built environment).
b) First translation. The EOV is translated by the first translator into each of the four target language
versions (TV): Italian, Polish, Hungarian, and Chinese.
c) Second translation. The second translator took the results from the previous step (TV) and
independently translated the survey questions back to the original language: the English translated
version (ETV).
d) Comparison step. The two versions of the survey questionnaire in the original language (EOV) and
in the translated version (ETV) are compared for inconsistencies, mistranslations, meaning, cultural
gaps, and lost words or phrases. If any differences are found, translators are consulted to find out why
this occurred and how the instrument can be revised.
e) Verification step. Both the EOV and ETV of each of the four target languages are compared and
checked for inconsistencies. A few iterations of this step (back to Step a) occurred to ensure proper
translation before the final TVs have been approved.
At the positive conclusion of the verification step, the Italian, Polish, Hungarian, and Chinese TVs
have been implemented into the online Qualtrics software. Individual links to the questionnaires have
been created and sent to participants in each country.
The target group for the proposed survey was administrative staff, faculty members, and students
regularly occupying their working space. The Qualtrics survey link was sent to the Hungarian sample
through the institutional e-mailing list of six universities (Figure 16) during the hot, summer season
(from April 18th to November 13th, 2017). Two reminders were sent to the participants. A total
number of 207 valid responses were collected from the online questionnaire. The Hungarian sample
can be considered as a statistically representative proportion of the population under investigation. As
university staff were in Hungary 22,400 persons in 2016 [158], the minimum sample size is 195
respondents with ±7% sampling error and with 95% confidence level using the Dillman formula [93].

FIGURE 16 – PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS FROM PARTICIPATING UNIVERSITIES
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4.1.3 Results and Discussion
First of all, demographic characteristics of respondents have been investigated. Gender of
respondents was almost equally distributed (51% male and 46% female, 3% not specified). Age
distribution of the sample was proportionate as well: 18-28 yrs (16%), 29-39 yrs (33%), 40-50 yrs
(20%), 51-61 yrs (19%), >62 yrs (12%). A large portion of the sample population holds a PhD degree
(49%), or a master or an equivalent 5-year degree (26%). According to the responses, 35% of the
sample works as a professor or lecturer, 32% as administration staff, 17% researcher and 5% student,
others did not specify (11%). Cultural background of the sample is relatively homogeneous as 97%
spent majority of their lives in Hungary, 3% did not specify.
The university buildings where the respondents filled in the survey were built mainly before 1969
(1940-1969: 42%, <1939: 19%). Only 16% of buildings were constructed after year 2000.
Respondents most frequently occupy shared (60%) or private offices (28%). Shared open offices
(10%) and cubicle spaces (0%) are not common in Hungary in a university environment.
Approximately half of the respondents occupy their office for more than 31 hours per week (>51 hrs.
3%, 41-50 hrs. 13%, 31-40 hrs. 31%). 53% of the sample spends less than 30 hours per week at their
desks. Participants indicated that they have access to the environmental control options shown on
Figure 17. Based on the answers, it can be seen that 92% has access to open and close windows, and
respondents are aware of this control option as well. This is followed by the shading control option by
74% having access to it. Only 56% of respondents stated that they have access to temperature controls
and somewhat surprisingly only 62% indicated the option to use lighting controls. 6 participants stated
that they are not aware whether they have access to temperature or shading controls. This is strongly
connected to the measured knowledge on controls investigated below.

FIGURE 17 - ACCESS TO ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL OPTIONS

18% stated that they share environmental control options with one other colleague and 49% with 2 or
more co-workers. This is in correspondence with the answers to the question on office types where
70% stated that they occupy either shared or open offices as work.
Respondents' current comfort levels and satisfaction (Figure 18): 54% of respondents felt warm or
hot at the time of replying to the survey questions. This shows that summer comfort levels are low in
the university buildings (average thermal comfort vote on the PMV scale: 0,79). Current satisfaction
vote of respondents can be seen with five different indoor environmental parameter on a likert scale
on Figure 18. Majority of the sample is satisfied with both natural (64%) lighting levels in their
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offices and almost half of the sample (46%) stated satisfaction with artificial lighting. 38% of
respondents stated that they feel neutral in connection with acoustic parameters of their offices. This
is remarkable taking into account the age of the buildings. 42% of the sample stated that they are
satisfied with the indoor air quality. The most unsatisfied answers arrived in the category of indoor air
temperature: 39%.

FIGURE 18 - CURRENT SATISFACTION OF THE SAMPLE WITH ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS

Causes of discomfort in general were asked from respondents. In this case, there was a chance to
thick in multiple answers. It was found that thermal discomfort is caused by air drafts (from windows
and/or air conditioning systems – 72 votes) and Thermostat is not accessible or controlled by others
(47 votes). Cold (25 votes) or hot (28 votes) surfaces (walls and floors) and the vicinity of windows
(25 votes) were stated as thermal discomfort causes as well. Visual discomfort is caused mainly by
glare on the computer screens (72 votes) and too much artificial light (35 votes). 62 respondents
replied that there is not enough natural daylight in their workspace. Most crucial causes of acoustic
discomfort were poor acoustic insulation of facades (outside noise can be heard inside – 88 votes) and
poor indoor noise insulation between spaces (disturbing indoor chatting from neighbouring rooms –
88 votes). Equipment and other mechanical system background noises causes acoustic discomfort in
case of 55 respondents. According to respondents, poor indoor air quality in their office spaces is
caused by bad, strong odours and scents (63 votes) and by poor mechanical ventilation systems (54
votes).
Motivation and drivers to use controls have been asked in 6 questions in each season and control
options. Here again, more than one answers were allowed. Respondents stated (Figure 19) that their
window opening behaviour is driven by the need for fresh air in all seasons. The regulation of indoor
temperature levels is a dominant secondary driver (56%) during the summer season whereas in other
seasons it shows less importance (36%, 28%, 28% in spring, autumn and winter seasons).
Approximately one third (35%, 38%, 33% and 26% in spring, summer, autumn and winter seasons
respectively) of the respondents indicated that their window opening behaviour is strongly connected
to their arrival to the office especially during summer and transitional seasons.
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FIGURE 19 - DRIVERS TO OPEN A WINDOW DURING DIFFERENT SEASONS

Whereas, window closing drivers show a more differentiated picture in each season. During winter
and summer, the primary driver is the outdoor temperature followed by indoor temperature in winter
and the decrease of outdoor noises in summer. In transitional seasons the primary driver is to reduce
outdoor noises followed by arriving/leaving the space. Primary motivation for closing the blinds in the
office space was arriving/leaving the office except for summer when the most important goal was to
reduce overheating due to direct sunlight. Only 8% indicated that they close blinds because of glare
on their workstations. The opening of the blinds was driven by letting more daylight into the space
primarily followed by the motivation to have a direct view to the outside in all seasons. Respondents
answered that they adjust heating or cooling in the office primarily because the indoor temperature is
too hot or cold. Only 11%, 8%, 11% and 13% responded that they wanted to save energy by adjusting
the thermostat or the valve in spring, summer, autumn and winter conditions respectively. Occupants
switched on the light primarily to have more light at their workplace followed by arriving at the
office. Whereas switching off the light was driven by leaving the office and followed by energy
conservation and having too much light at the workplace.
In terms of group behaviour in the office environment, 53% stated that they operate the controls by
meeting the needs of those who express discomfort, 23% experienced group discussion on control use
in the office environment. Negotiations over control use take place most often on window (69% of the
sample experienced) and lighting (65%) use. In case of windows, the negotiation frequency is more
than once a day whereas in case of lighting control it is less than once a week.
Respondents’ votes on the knowledge of different control usage showed that the sample was most
confident in using the light switches (4.72 average vote on the scale from 1 to 5 where 5 indicates the
full agreement with the statements on knowledge) and window opening/closing (4.71). Whereas
thermostat or heating control valve was used less confidently (4.18).
Occupants preferred to open the window first when they were feeling hot during summer season and
then secondly, they prefer to have a cold drink. This is followed by shading closing and clothing level
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adjustments. Whereas in case they feel cold during summer season, respondents indicated that they
first increase clothing levels, then close the windows and these are followed by having a hot drink.
Discussing results of this work, it can be stated that both genders are proportionately represented.
Large proportion of the sample (49%) holds a PhD degree which has to be considered during possible
national level generalization of the findings of this study. 97% of the sample stated that they grew up
in Hungary. Therefore, it can be assumed that the sample is culturally homogeneous.
Majority of the respondents spends more than 31 hours at their workplace, this way their behaviour
can be assumed to be applicable for majority of the working week.
54% of respondents felt warm or hot at the time of replying to the survey questions. This shows that
summer comfort levels are low in the university buildings (average thermal comfort vote on the PMV
scale (-3 to +3): 0.79). This may be caused by that half of university buildings are not equipped with
air-conditioning (56% had access to cooling in the sample) and majority of the sample buildings were
built before 1969 without retrofitting works carried out.
In case of window opening, after the fresh air supply, the regulation of indoor temperature levels is a
dominant secondary driver (56%) during the summer season whereas in other seasons it shows less
importance (36%, 28%, 28% in spring, autumn and winter seasons) which is in line with relevant
literature.
Respondents’ votes on the knowledge of different control usage showed that the sample was most
confident in using the light switches (4.72 average vote on the scale from 1 to 5 where 5 indicates the
full agreement with the statements on knowledge) and window opening/closing (4.71). Whereas
thermostat or heating control valve was used less confidently (4.18). This shows the lack of education
programs on more complicated environmental controls.
As 70% of the sample worked in a shared or open office environment, group behaviour trends could
be shown in environmental control use which adds new knowledge to the field. Negotiations over
control use take place most often on window (69% of the sample experienced) and lighting (65%) use.
In case of windows, the negotiation frequency is more than once a day whereas in case of lighting
control it is less than once a week.
Occupants preferred to open the window first when they were feeling hot during summer season and
then secondly, they prefer to have a cold drink. This is followed by shading closing and clothing level
adjustments. Whereas in case they feel cold during summer season, respondents indicated that they
first increase clothing levels, then close the windows and these are followed by having a hot drink.
This is a new area of research in this field which allows us to determine the share of active (e.g.
window, shading use) and passive (e.g. drinks, clothing level adjustments) environmental control
usage in office environments.

4.1.4 Preliminary International Comparison and Future work
This work is part of an ongoing international effort. Therefore, future steps include the successful
conclusion of the data collection campaigns in all countries. The data collection is complete in Italy so
far where I had the chance to do an initial comparison. Although these preliminary thoughts should be
double-checked in the final cross-comparison works.
It can be stated that the Italian sample was similar to the Hungarian in the sense of gender distribution
and educational background. The Italian respondents reported that they spend less time at their desks.
Primary motivating factors for environmental control actions were found to be similar too. However,
Hungarians reported to use shading primarily to reduce solar heat whereas the Italian sample reported
that it is to reduce glare. Some differences could be observed in terms of group dynamics as well.
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Majority of the Hungarian sample stated that the group decides on the use of a certain control to
mitigate discomfort sensed by the group as a whole, whereas in case of the Italian sample, the first
person who speaks out, decides. The knowledge levels on control use was similar too. Both samples
reported that thermostats are the most complicated to use.
The successful data collection period in all countries is followed by data cleaning and data agreement
processes to be able to compare the international datasets. Authors hope that the results of the
comparison will provide valuable, new knowledge to the field of energy-related occupant behaviour
in building.
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4.1.5 Main Results on Office Worker Behaviour
Main Result II
on Hungarian office worker behaviour
As part of an international office building occupant behaviour survey study [123] [154] [41],
according to my best knowledge, I established the first representative Hungarian office occupant
behaviour dataset. .
Based on the data analysis results [155], the following main result statements can be made on
motivation and knowledge of control use, group behaviour, and preferred order of actions:
II/1 Motivation and knowledge of control use
Based on the respondents’ survey answers, I showed that the primary driving factor of window
opening behaviour is to have fresh air in all seasons (90%, 86%, 88%, 80% in spring, summer,
autumn and winter seasons respectively).
The regulation of indoor temperature levels is a dominant secondary driver (56%) during the summer
season whereas in other seasons it shows less importance (36%, 28%, 28% in spring, autumn and
winter seasons). Respondents’ votes on the knowledge of different control usage showed that the
sample was most confident in using the light switches (4.72 average vote on the scale from 1 to 5
where 5 indicates the full agreement with the statements on knowledge) and window opening/closing
(4.71). Whereas thermostat or heating control valve was used less confidently (4.18). This shows the
lack of education programs on more complicated environmental controls. [155]
II/2 Group behaviour
As 70% of the sample worked in a shared or open office environment, I managed to show group
behaviour trends in environmental control use which adds new knowledge to the field. 53% stated that
they operate the controls by meeting the needs of those who express discomfort.
According to my analysis results, 23% experienced group discussion on control use in the office
environment. Negotiations over control use take place most often on window (69% of the sample
experienced) and lighting (65%) use. In case of windows, the negotiation frequency is more than
once a day whereas in case of lighting control it is less than once a week. [155]
II/3 Preferred order of actions
Occupants preferred to open the window first (111 votes out of 207) when they were feeling hot
during summer season and then secondly they prefer to have a cold drink (38 votes). This is
followed by shading closing and clothing level adjustments. Whereas in case they feel cold
during summer season, respondents indicated that they first increase clothing levels (59 votes),
then close the windows (42 votes) and these are followed by having a hot drink. [155]
This is a new area of research in this field which allows us to determine the share of active (e.g.
window, shading use) and passive (e.g. drinks, clothing level adjustments) environmental control
usage in office environments.
This dataset introduced here can be a basis for future building performance optimisation projects as
occupant behaviour can be modelled more precise using these results.
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4.2 Occupant Behaviour Change Analysis [159]
4.2.1 Background
The behaviour of office occupants is one of the most important contributors to a building’s energy
performance. Significant effort has been made recently to investigate and model office workers’
everyday activities (such as window opening, shading, lighting, plug-load use) and presence that have
an influence on the energy consumption of a building [160] [42]. Often the limitation of these studies
is that one sample of office workers shows one kind of behavioural pattern in one specific space but
we do not have data about their behaviour in a different setting. Therefore, researchers have a hard
time on determining the exact performance, validity and generalizability of the models and patterns
created on such datasets.

4.2.2 The Project and Methods Used
In this project, this limitation is being addressed with developing an experimental setting in case of a
Hungarian office building population. 60 office workers of a construction-industry firm have been
recently moved to a new office in August 2016. The old office was in a naturally ventilated, lowperforming historical building with many environmental control options (Figure 20).

FIGURE 20 - LAYOUT AND PHOTOS OF THE OLD OFFICE SPACE

The new office of the company is located in a modern, sustainable (BREEAM-in-Use certified [161]),
automated office building built in 2009 (Figure 21).
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FIGURE 21 - LAYOUT AND PHOTOS OF THE NEW OFFICE SPACE

As a first step, I determined the main differences and similarities between the office spaces that might
have an influence on energy-related occupant behaviour (see Table 3). The new office is in better
condition in general. The seating layout is similar in the sense that office workers are seated in shared
office spaces. The difference is that in the old office only 3-4 colleagues shared one space whereas in
the new, open office system 18 to 44 occupants works in the same space. Heating and cooling systems
are installed in both cases with zone-level control options. The old office did not have artificial
ventilation system, fresh air was supplied by opening windows. In the new office space, a continuous
air volume system (CAV) is in operation with the minimum fresh air volume required by regulations
according to the time schedule of the office building. Direct sunshine arriving from windows could be
regulated by indoor shading devices by occupants in the old office, whereas in the new office no
shading devices are installed. Artificial lights were operated fully manually in the old office space
supplemented by desk lights to fulfil individual needs. In the new office, lighting system is automatic
(controlled by motion and daylight sensor signals) and can be manually overwritten in a central
lighting control panel.
TABLE 3 - COMPARISON OF THE OLD AND NEW OFFICE SETTING

Aspect

Old office (Lonyay)

New office (Kisfaludy)

Year built

1910s

2009

Condition

Fair / renovation needed

New, modern, „green” (BREEAM
certified)

Seating

3-4 person offices

Open office with phone booths

Heating

Radiators

FC

Cooling

Split units

FC

Ventilation

Natural (windows)

CAV (25 m3/hr,person)
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Radiator valves

Thermostat
cooling

Split remote controls

for

heating

and

Window opening for all

Window opening for only one
part of the office

Indoor shading devices

No shading devices

Light switches (on/off)

Automated lighting with manual
overwrite („don’t touch panel”)

Desk lighting for all

No desklights

As part of study, I carried out cross-sectional surveys both before and 1 year after moving in on the
whole office population, in the summer season about the use of environmental controls. Online
questionnaire links were sent out to all office occupants (56 people in 2016 and 53 in 2017). Two
rounds of reminders were sent out followed by minor edible incentives placed in the common area of
the office. This way response rate was very high in case of both rounds: 90% and 86%. Survey data
were used to discover the differences in the very same office workers’ environmental perception and
behaviour in different office settings. The aim of the study is to find out whether the behaviour of the
same population changes in a different office setting. Another important question is whether an
education program on environmental controls was successful and to what extent.

FIGURE 22 - THERMOSTAT USE TRAINING SESSION IN THE NEW OFFICE SPACE AND A SET OF
INDOOR ENVIRONMENTAL SENSORS AND CONTROLS
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4.2.3 Results and Discussion
According to my results of the cross-sectional survey campaigns, energy-related behaviour of the
population has significantly changed in the new office environment. At first, the use of secondary
heating and cooling system controls have been investigated. A change observed in the usage patterns
of these systems is caused by the different physical characteristics and interfaces of the systems.
The secondary cooling system is observed to be more efficient by the occupants, therefore less time
switched on in the new office. In the old office space, 66% of occupants switched on cooling on a
daily basis whereas in the new office only 31%. (See Figure 23.)

FIGURE 23 - ANSWERS TO THE QUESTION: "HOW OFTEN DO YOU SWITCH ON COOLING?" IN CASE
OF THE OLD (LEFT) AND NEW (RIGHT) OFFICE

However, heating is switched on more often in the new office. In the old office, only 18% controlled
the radiator valves daily whereas in the new office this share was 39%. Respondents stated that the
heating system operates more efficiently in the new office environment.
However, results show as well that due to the more complex environmental controls (complicated
thermostat and lighting switch), occupants reported that they are less confident in using these
controls and they use them less effectively. This was observed even after the thermostat and lighting
control panel education session hold in the office (Figure 22). This might explain the controversial
change in cooling and heating system use frequencies. The control panel of the cooling system has not
changed significantly (remote control vs. wall-mounted thermostat) whereas the heating system
control got much more complicated (radiator valve vs. wall-mounted thermostat) and reportedly
heavily understandable for occupants. Many people reported that they try to switch on heating to
adjust indoor temperature but they are not confident that the system operates in the desired mode
following the action.
Secondly, window use was investigated. A change in the window use behaviour is caused by the
different ventilation and heating-cooling systems in the space which provide different driving factors
for occupants to control the windows. In the old office, occupants preferred to open the window to
control their thermal sensation whereas in the new office space, clothing level adjustments are
preferred. On Figure 24, it can be seen also that occupants open the windows much less frequently in
the new office as the only source of fresh air is not the window there. Rather than opening the
window, occupants trust in the ventilation system and also the heating and cooling system so they
don’t open windows to control their thermal sensation.
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FIGURE 24 - ANSWERS TO THE QUESTION: "HOW OFTEN DO YOU OPEN THE WINDOW?" IN CASE OF
THE OLD (LEFT) AND NEW (RIGHT) OFFICE

These results show that the use of environmental controls is only partially habitual which is coherent
with relevant literature [103] [162] [163]. Their motivation of use and usage frequencies changes
significantly due to the change of the physical environment.
Another aspect of the investigations was the group behaviour in the shared office spaces. In both
offices, majority of respondents stated they follow the preferences of the most sensitive colleague.
The tendencies are similar in both cases. The only significant change is that more people replied (12
instead of 4) that they don’t talk about it. This might be caused by the increase of open office space in
the new office where more people have to share the same space. Therefore, different social rules
apply in terms of loud talking during work (Figure 25).

FIGURE 25 - ANSWERS TO THE QUESTION: "IF INDOOR ENVIRONMENTAL PREFERENCES DIFFER
AMONG COLLEAGUES, HOW IS THE DECISION GENERALLY MADE TO USE A CONTROL OPTION
(TEMPERATURE, LIGHTING, WINDOW OPENING)?" IN CASE OF THE OLD (UP) AND NEW (DOWN)
OFFICE
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The effect of moving to a new, environmentally-friendly office was shown in the occupants’ attitude
to energy-saving behaviour both in the office and at home. They consider their behaviour much
more environmentally friendly after the move (before: 3.46 mean vote on a scale from 1 to 7, 7
meaning the full agreement of environmental statements; after: 4.41) due to the environmental
certification system advertisement and updated company communication experienced in the new
office.

4.2.4 Future Work
Another gap to be addressed in this field of research is the activity and presence detection in
residential and office settings which has certain limitations in sensing technology capabilities, data
security and privacy matters. To address this gap and to supplement the existing dataset, an indoor
comfort and energy consumption monitoring system is planned to be installed in the new office in
corporation with a research team from NTNU as well as an activity, habit and presence detection
system using low-cost in-situ sensing technology.
Two Microsoft Kinect devices, as motion scanners, are planned to be installed (Figure 26). The
placement of those devices will allow to monitor occupant behaviour, presence and to detect user
habits. It will deliver information about occupants traced and pathways of their movements. At the
same time, indoor environmental quality (CO2 and indoor temperature) monitoring sensors are to be
installed in the office space.

FIGURE 26 - DESIGNED LAYOUT OF SENSORS (N1-N6: DOOR AND PATHWAY DETECTION POINTS)

The aim of this future part of the study is to fill the missing information gap about occupant behaviour
and established thermal comfort preference of each individual. It will monitor various sets of “soft”
data like migration patterns or personal schedule of occupancy. Collected data will be bounded with
inputs from other sensor systems, to detect deterministic behaviours.
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FIGURE 27 - PREVIOUS RESEARCH RESULTS OF OCCUPANT ACTIVITY PATTERN RECOGNITION [159]

This novel system can be integrated into a human-centred office environment sensing and controlling
system in the future that can influence occupant behaviour to save more energy with more
environmentally conscious attitude.
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4.2.5 Main Results on Occupant Behaviour Change
Main Result III
on Office Occupant Behaviour Change
I conducted two rounds of cross-sectional survey campaigns on the population of a firm before and
after their headquarter change. Based on the comparison of the two datasets, I showed that the energyrelated behaviour and energy-saving intention of the office population changes significantly after the
move due to the different perception of the new physical office environment and due to the different
corporate communication on the importance of sustainability [159]. According to well-known
behavioural models [40] [39] [103] [110], a person’s behaviour depends on both internal and external
factors. The following main result statements can be made based on the analysis:
III/1 Heating and cooling use, knowledge on controls
Regarding the observed efficiency of the cooling and heating system, I investigated the frequency of
usage and the knowledge on controls.
I showed that cooling is observed to be more efficient by the occupants, therefore less time
switched on in the new office (decrease from 66% to 30% daily usage). However, heating is
switched on more often in the new office (increase from 18% to 30% daily usage). I showed that
due to the more complex environmental controls (complicated thermostat and lighting switch),
occupants reported that they are less confident in using these controls and they use them less
effectively. [159]
III/2 Window opening
I conducted an analysis what environmental control options do occupants prefer in the office spaces
investigated to restore thermal comfort and with what frequency they open the window.
In the old office, occupants preferred to open the window to control their thermal sensation
whereas in the new office space, clothing level adjustments are preferred. Also, in the old office
window opening was more frequent (88% daily opening) than in the new one (55.2%). [159]
III/3 Intention to save energy
Using the datasets, I showed the effect of moving to a new, environmentally-friendly office on the
occupants’ attitude change to energy-saving behaviour both in the office and at home.
According to my analysis results, occupants consider their behaviour much more
environmentally friendly after the move (before: 3.46 mean vote on a scale from 1 to 7, 7
meaning the full agreement of environmental statements; after: 4.41) due to the environmental
certification system advertisement and updated company communication. [159]
By this study, I managed to identify what is the exact impact of external factors (such as change in
secondary HVAC systems for example) in case of the behaviour of an office population. This can add
information to ongoing debates in the field on the generalizability of occupant behaviour
representation models.
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4.3 Window opening and closing behaviour [164]
4.3.1 Introduction to the building
The school building used as a case study is located in Pestszentlőrinc, XVIII. District, Budapest, in a
suburb area.

FIGURE 28 - PHOTO OF THE SCHOOL BUILDING

Originally the primary school building was built as a two-story building in 1903. In the 1980s, a 3rd
floor was built upon it with a steeper pitched roof structure. The building has brick walls. The original
exterior wall structure (ground floor + 1st floor walls) is a 70 cm thick traditional solid wall structure
with small-sized brick wall. The extension (2nd floor) has narrower exterior walls: 30 cm (towards
inner courtyard), 45 cm thick (street facade).
The HVAC and electric system is detailed below.
•

Ventilation: There is no mechanical ventilation in the building.

•

Heating:

•

o

Primary system: Air-water heat pump system installed a couple of years ago (in fairly good
condition now) connected to old (1981) 134 kW gas-fired boiler system. Most of the time the
heat pump can supply hot water for heating. During the winter when it’s cold outside, the gas
boiler is switched on automatically to support the heat pump system. The bivalent supply
system does not rely on any smart optimal efficiency control: when the max. capacity of the
heat pump is not enough, the boiler simply switches on. Secondary system: high-temperature
(90/70 °C) radiator system. One inlet to the building, 5-6 vertical rising pipes to the 2nd and 3rd
floor using separate pipe to supply and 1 to return many-many radiators. Some rooms have
one inlet with 2 radiators, some have 2 inlets with 3-4 radiators. (See attached pics for better
understanding.)

o

Control: there is no temperature control in the rooms. Some radiators, where the valves are
not broken, have valves that are locked so that kids cannot alter them. If the supply is too big,
they simply open the windows, sadly.

Domestic hot water: there are 3 electric heaters (one per floor) to supply the taps in the toilets.
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Electric system: there is no sub-metering currently within the building. Only the overall
electricity consumption is measured. However, there are 2 switch-boards per floor (see pics
attached also.) where sub-metering devices could be installed. This way, maybe different devices
such as heat pump, lighting, split units and DHW heaters could be separated. There is not much
plug-load in the building, only a couple of computers in the ground-floor teaching rooms.

4.3.2 Research Hypotheses
I.
II.
III.

Window opening/closing behaviour strongly correlates to environmental parameters (Tin, Tout,
CO2) measured.
Similar behaviour can be observed in both classrooms.
Social norms and habits influence the behaviour patterns in case of window opening and
closing.

4.3.3 Methods Used
Building’s current state survey methods
The elementary school building serving as the experimental setting for this project was built in 1903
and is located in district 18 of Budapest (latitude: 47.44, longitude: 19.18, altitude: 133 m). See Figure
29 for 3D geometry.
As a first step, onsite walk-throughs were conducted to map the overall condition and use of the
building. Interviews with local personnel and other stakeholders helped in obtaining the original
architectural plans and in identifying the organizational structure, HVAC and electrical systems of the
building. Geometrical parameters and dimensions were measured by laser scanning technology
(Figure 29). This technology is not widely used in Hungary yet, therefore it was also a test of
technology for applicability in such cases.

(A)

(B)

FIGURE 29 - PICTURE (A) AND LASER-SCANNED IMAGE (B) OF THE SCHOOL BUILDING

Energy consumption order of magnitudes and patterns were analysed by obtaining the utility bills
from the municipality from the last 3-5 years. The outcome of this analysis was later on doublechecked with the newly installed electricity and comfort monitoring system data.
Energy and environmental monitoring
Based on the complaints of teachers, two classrooms were identified where there are thermal comfort
issues perceived during winter season. IAQ and window opening monitoring devices were installed in
these classrooms to investigate the problem. Along with the indoor condition monitoring sensors,
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energy consumption and outside condition monitoring devices were installed (see full list of
measurement points below) in February 2017. In the framework of this project, 8 months of data from
the system was available: 15/02/2017-20/09/2017 with a summer break in the middle (15/06/201731/08/2017).
Continuous monitoring points in the elementary school building:
•

Weather station on site: outdoor temperature (Tout), frequency: 15 mins;

•

SUM electricity consumption frequency: 15 mins;

•

SUM natural gas consumption (all used by heating system) frequency: 15 mins;

•

Electricity submeter for heating consumption frequency: 15 mins;

•

Air temperature, and window opening sensors in two classrooms, CO2 sensor in one of them
frequency: 30 secs.

FIGURE 30 - MONITORING SYSTEM COMPONENTS

See Figure 30 for photographs of the installed monitoring devices and sensor locations. Specification
of indoor environmental quality sensors installed can be seen in Table 4. The central unit and the
sensors attached are components of a commercially available system: Siemens Synco Living.
TABLE 4 - IEQ MONITORING SENSOR SPECIFICATIONS
Measured parameter

Applied sensor

Indoor dry-bulb air
temperature
Outdoor
dry-bulb
temperature
Indoor CO2 level

QAA 910, NTC 10 kOhm
resistor
QAC 910, NTC 1 kOhm

Window opening

Nr.
sensors
2

Range

Accuracy

0…50 °C

±2%

Acquisition
rate
30 s

1

-50...50 °C

±2%

15 min

QPA 2000, NDIR Symaro

1

0…2000 ppm

30 s

Gamma wave

4 with
signals

≤± (50 ppm + 2
%)
N/A
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Table 5 shows the main characteristics, similarities and differences between the two classrooms under

investigation. It can be seen that both classrooms are very similar in terms of area, room volume,
orientation, window types and maximum capacity. These very similar classrooms were chosen to be
able to distinguish the effect of cultural, social and other internal behaviour drivers from physical
environment. The only significant difference between the classrooms is that they were used by
different teachers during the monitoring period.
TABLE 5 - MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TWO CLASSROOMS INVESTIGATED
Classroom
Floor
Net floor area
Room height
Room volume
Orientation
Nr. of windows
Type of windows
Maximum nr. of pupils
Nr. of teachers using the room

1 (English)
2nd
28.6 m2

2 (German)
1st
28.6 m2

109.6 m3
South-East
2
Historic double skin box-type
20
2

109.6 m3
South-East
2
Historic double skin box-type
20
1

Teacher Interviews
I conducted qualitative individual interviews with teachers using the classrooms. Classroom 1
(English language) has been used by two English teachers, one of them was interviewed. Classroom 2
(German language) has been used by only one teacher who could not be interviewed as she has passed
away right after the data collection campaign. Instead, the headmaster of the school has been
interviewed who had several decades of work experience with the above mentioned German teacher
and knew her way of thinking and daily routine.
Both interviews have been conducted by telephone at a predefined appointment to allow interviewees
the freedom to choose the appropriate timing for the interview. This way the interview could be
conducted in a comfortable environment, where respondents appeared to speak freely.
Interviews have been conducted after the data collection campaign, in November. Administered by
the authors, the interview guide protocol was flexible enough to allow respondents to discuss other
topics that they felt were important. However, interviewers checked that the topics in the inter- view
guide were covered throughout the discussions.
Although the sample size does not allow for statistical generalization, it gives a very precise picture
with an appropriate resolution on the behaviour, daily schedule and attitude of different teachers.
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Statistical Modelling Method
TABLE 6 - THE GENERAL WEIBULL FORMULA [165]

The formula F introduced in Table 6 is a discrete three-parameter Weibull cumulative function. The
parameters u, l, and k are three undetermined constant coefficients that are independent of the
environmental stimulus and time; Δτ is a discrete time step in the measurement or simulation; and τc is
a known time constant (e.g., 1 h). The coefficients in the formula have a physical meaning:
•

u is a threshold parameter that represents the threshold characteristic of the occupant's
physical response to the environmental stimulus. u has the same dimension as x; x-u
represents how far the environmental condition x exceeds the occupant's threshold u;

•

l is a scale parameter that represent the linear effect of the environmental stimulus. l>0 and
has the same dimension as x;(x-u)/l is a dimensionless measure of the environmental
parameter x;

•

k is the shape parameter that represents a power exponent for the effect of the environmental
stimulus. k>0, and k is dimensionless.

The three parameters u, l, and k quantify how the occupants react to a certain environmental
discomfort.
This approach has been already used to predict air-conditioning use in residential buildings [166] and
light switching in offices [167], and it was also coupled with an ABM [168]. In the previous studies,
the general form of the formula remains unchanged, while the coefficients u, l and k are tuned for the
specific case study.
Behavioural Datasets
To investigate window opening and closing behaviour, the following datasets were used:
•

English classroom on the 2nd floor: indoor and outdoor temperature (Tin and Tout), window
status log, interview with English teacher (Figure 31);
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FIGURE 31 - ENGLISH CLASSROOM DATASET

•

German classroom on the 1st floor: indoor and outdoor temperature (Tin and Tout), CO2
levels and window status log, interview with headmaster of the school (Figure 32).

FIGURE 32 - GERMAN CLASSROOM DATASETS
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4.3.4 Results and Discussion
English Classroom
After analysing the window opening and closing behaviour in the English classroom, good correlation
could be found with indoor and outdoor temperature levels (R2 values of models for window opening:
0.91 and 0.30 for indoor and outdoor temperature respectively, same values for window closing: 0.89
and 0.71). Correlation coefficients and goodness-of-fit estimators can be seen in Table 7.
TABLE 7 - COEFFICIENTS AND GOODNESS-OF-FIT ESTIMATORS FOR EACH CORRELATION

R2

Correlation

u

l

k

SSE

Window opening –

20

5.723

1.15

0.005 0.913 0.9

0.027

(4.841 –
6.606)

(0.637 –
1.664)

0.3

16.46

0.9887

0.127 0.309 0.26

0.1

(8.76 – 24.16)

(-0.102 – 2.08)

30

3.77

1.785

0.02

0.89

0.87

0.05

(2.744 – 4.8)

(0.874 – 2.7)

9.4

1.03

0.06

0.71

0.68

0.086

(3.62 – 15.53)

(0.21 – 1.85)

indoor temperature
Window opening –
outdoor
temperature
Window closing –
indoor temperature
Window closing –
outdoor
temperature

30

Adjusted
R2

RMSE

Based on the relationship identified between behaviour and environmental parameters, stochastic
occupant behaviour models could be developed (Figure 33, Figure 34).

FIGURE 33 - WINDOW OPENING PROBABILITY FUNCTIONS - ENGLISH CLASSROOM
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FIGURE 34 - WINDOW CLOSING PROBABILITY FUNCTIONS - ENGLISH CLASSROOM

As discussed and shown in Table 5, this classroom was used by two English teachers. Main interview
findings (conducted with one of the teachers) are summarized in the following bullet points:
•

English teachers: stay in classroom only for the class (not in breaks).

•

Window opening for fresh air when needed. (Bad smell, stuffy air.)

•

Children are allowed to open windows with teacher’s supervision.

•

Opening depends on the weather, if it’s too cold, they don’t open it.

These interview results confirm the findings of the data analysis: social rules did not play an essential
rule in this case. Window opening behaviour is mostly driven (and therefore predictable) by indoor
and outdoor temperature. These window opening and closing models are in accordance with literature
[118] [53] [169] [170].
German Classroom
As a first step, the same correlation analysis was carried out in case of the German dataset as well. In
this case, however, no statistically relevant correlation could be found between environmental
parameters and window opening or closing behaviour. (See Figure 35 and Figure 36 respectively for
more details.)

(A)

(B)
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(C)
FIGURE 35 - RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS (A) INDOOR TEMPERATURE
(B) OUTDOOR TEMPERATURE (C) CO2 LEVEL WITH WINDOW OPENING EVENTS

(A)

(B)

FIGURE 36 - RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN IEQ PARAMETERS (A) INDOOR TEMPERATURE (B) OUTDOOR
TEMPERATURE WITH WINDOW CLOSING EVENTS

This was followed by further investigations on why the behaviour observed in this classroom can
differ so much from both literature and the other classroom. As a next step, I had a look at the times
when opening and closing events took place. This analysis showed a strong habitual behaviour:
opening windows every morning and closing them after the classes (Figure 37).

(A)

(B)

FIGURE 37 - OPENING (A) AND CLOSING (B) TIMES DURING THE DAY

This classroom was used by one single German teacher. Main interview findings (conducted with the
principal of the school) are summarized in the following bulletpoints:
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•

German teacher: all day in classroom.

•

Window opening for fresh air in every break.

•

Children are not allowed to open windows, complaints for indoor air quality are not
considered.

•

Independent from the weather and indoor climate.

Thanks to the two follow-up investigation steps (time events and interview analysis), it could be
identified why the behaviour differed so much in the German classroom: the German teacher followed
her internal rules and assumptions about how to keep the indoor air quality during the whole year. Her
behaviour was driven by time and fixed habits.

4.3.5 Future work
The next step of this project is to use the existing BIM model and create a building energy model from
it (BEM). The goal is to use the newly developed co-simulation capabilities of an existing building
performance simulation tool and implement our new window use behaviour models.
With such a model, it is going to be feasible to compare simulation results coming from default,
deterministic occupant behaviour representation with simulation results using stochastic occupant
behaviour models and with real-life measurement data coming from the energy-monitoring system.
This way this occupant behaviour modelling method and newly developed algorithms can be
validated.
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4.3.6 Main Results on Window Use in Schools
Main Result IV
on window use drivers in a school building
I set up an environmental and behavioural monitoring system in a Hungarian school building. Based
on the analysis of an 8 months long time-series dataset of two classrooms, I found that window
opening and closing behaviour drivers differ significantly due to the different habits, schedules and
general school rules applied by different teachers using the same type of classrooms [164].
In case of the first classroom (English language, 2nd floor), I developed stochastic occupant behaviour
models for window opening and closing behaviour based on indoor and outdoor temperature levels.
In the first classrooms, my behavioural models show strong connection between environmental
temperature levels and window use (R2 values of models for window opening: 0.91 and 0.30 for
indoor and outdoor temperature respectively, same values for window closing: 0.89 and 0.71).
[164]
In case of the second classroom (German language, 1st floor), I showed that window use
behaviour is driven by habitual actions, it is connected to a scheduled behaviour pattern and it
does not show strong correlation (<15% probability change) to environmental parameters
(indoor, outdoor temperature, CO2). [164]
By means of the interviews with teachers using the classrooms, I managed to identify essential
internal and social differences that might be the reason between the different behavioural patterns
observed in the two classrooms.
Classroom 1 was operated by two teachers constantly changing classrooms in breaks.
Teachers could open the windows only during classes based on the observations and complaints
of children being, for example, thermal discomfort-driven. [164]
Classroom 2 was occupied by only one teacher during all classes held in there.
This teacher was not leaving the classroom during the day and she opened the windows in all of
the breaks to “let enough fresh air in”, independently from the outdoor or indoor temperature
levels. Children’ complaints were not considered during the classes. [164]
Phenomena like this are rarely described in the literature yet. Therefore, this study highlights for
researchers in this field that future studies and investigations on the effect of contextual and social
behavioural aspects in case of energy-related occupant behaviour studies are extremely needed.
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5. ADVANCED OCCUPANT BEHAVIOUR MODELLING IN
BUILDING PERFORMANCE SIMULATION

5.1 Occupant Behaviour Models in Building Performance Simulation
[171]
In this study, which is introduced in this subsection [171], four approaches have been identified and
reviewed to implement occupant behaviour (OB) models in building performance simulation (BPS)
programs. The notion of OB models in BPS programs, in this context, refers to simulation users or
energy modellers choosing certain approaches and preparing inputs for the OB models to be included
as part of a building energy model using a particular BPS program. These OB models can be either
deterministic/static or stochastic by nature. For example, a deterministic occupant-driven control
would determine occupant actions based on indoor and/or outdoor environmental conditions using a
deterministic correlation function. On the other hand, a stochastic OB model is related to occupants
performing specific actions with a probability related to environmental conditions (e.g., occupants
feeling hot and opening a window) or events (e.g., entering or leaving a space). This section describes
each of the four approaches and categorizes them based on the BPS program supporting their
implementation. The strengths and weakness of each approach are discussed in the following sections.

5.1.1 Four implementation approaches of OB models
Direct input or control
The direct input or control approach defines occupant-related inputs using BPS program semantics—
just as other model inputs (building geometry, constructions, internal heat gains, and HVAC systems)
are defined.

FIGURE 38 - WORKFLOW FOR THE DIRECT INPUT OR CONTROL APPROACH

In this approach, the user defines and inputs temporal schedules for thermostat settings (cooling and
heating temperature set points), occupants, lighting, plug loads, and the HVAC system. Direct input is
supported by almost all BPS programs. Some BPS programs also allow users to specify deterministic
or static rules governing the operation of building components and systems based on indoor and
outdoor environmental parameters. The direct input or control approach requires users to pre-calculate
the schedules based on the correlations between the environmental conditions and the occupant
actions of the OB models, as illustrated in Figure 38. There is no runtime communication between the
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pre-calculation module and the BPS program. The outputs of occupant behaviour pre-calculations are
based on pre-defined rules or default values, or assumed environmental conditions, rather than those
generated by the BPS. Users may need to manually adjust the pre-calculation assumptions based on
the simulated results several times to ensure the results are reasonable. It is a challenge, especially
when some dynamic indoor parameters (i.e., air temperature) are used in both sides of the correlation
function (e.g., turn on or off air conditioners when feeling hot or cold). Static set points (i.e.,
temperature set point) are typically used as an approximate to determine the occupant actions and
generate the schedules in this approach, which may reduce OB model accuracy.
Built-in OB models
The second method is to use the OB models already implemented in the BPS programs, usually in a
dedicated software module. The built-in OB models approach provides a simple way to model the
specific OB models; however, currently, there are only limited built-in OB models in few BPS
programs, which affects the flexibility of this approach.
User function or custom code
In the user function or custom code approach, the user can write functions or custom code, as part of a
building energy model input file, to implement new building operation and supervisory controls or to
overwrite existing or default ones. For example, EnergyPlus has the energy management system
feature and DOE-2 has the user function feature that implements such functionality [44]. This
approach provides flexibility by enabling users to change how a BPS program simulates a building
energy model without having to recompile the source code of a BPS program. This approach allows
both deterministic and stochastic OB models using built-in or user-defined stochastic mathematical
functions.
Co-simulation
Co-simulation is a simulation methodology that allows distinct components to be simulated by
different simulation tools running simultaneously and switching information in a combined routine
[172].
As an example, today’s most advanced visual comfort and blind control models are based on imagebased annual glare analysis of multiple viewpoints in a scene using a combination of RADIANCE,
DAYSIM, and EVALGLARE [173] [174]. Assuming that BPS developers do not want or do not have
enough expertise to fully implement those visual comfort and blind control models, co-simulation
becomes a feasible option to integrate those models with the BPS program for a fully consistent
analysis. Co-simulation allows BPS to be carried out in an integrated manner, running modules
developed in different programming languages or in different physical computers.
Co-simulation can be performed in EnergyPlus using two methods. The first is to use the building
control virtual test bed (BCVTB) as a master for the simulation, controlling the execution and
exchange of data between other tools [172]. For example, using this method, both an indoor air
quality analysis tool and EnergyPlus can be the slaves of the BCVTB, and the outdoor airflow rate in
EnergyPlus can be determined based on the indoor air quality analysis at each time step of the
simulation [175]. This is also the case of the MLE+ toolbox [176], which provides a set of MATLAB
functions and classes, as well as a Simulink library, for performing co-simulation with EnergyPlus
(version 8.3). This method uses a specific interface defined by BCVTB and EnergyPlus, rather than a
standardized interface, to exchange data among the tools. A tool developed to co-simulate with
EnergyPlus via BCVTB cannot be reused by other BPS programs. The second method overcomes
such limitations by adopting a standardized way of using the functional mock-up interface (FMI),
which is a tool-independent standard for the exchange of dynamic models and for co-simulation. In
this case, all models implementing FMI can be integrated with all the BPS programs adopting the FMI
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standards. For example, the OB functional mock-up unit (obFMU) [177] can be used by both
EnergyPlus and ESP-r for co-simulation. Figure 39 illustrates a co-simulation approach using the BPS
program as a master and the co-simulation module as a slave.

FIGURE 39 - WORKFLOW FOR THE CO-SIMULATION APPROACH

5.1.2 Which Implementation Approach to Choose for Different OB Model Types
Given these four approaches to simulating OB models in BPS programs, energy modellers (i.e.,
simulation users) must decide which is the most appropriate to select.
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Table 8 illustrates a qualitative evaluation (based on the project participants’ experience using various
BPS programs) of ease of use of the four implementation approaches for the two types of OB models:
deterministic and stochastic. Typically, direct input or control logics and built-in OB models take the
form of deterministic model types. Modellers may also choose to implement a data-driven
deterministic control logic or customized code for the specific purpose of the simulation study. It is
inconvenient and rare for users to develop a complex co-simulation environment for the limited
purpose of implementing deterministic OB rules. However, this is still one option modellers can
exploit when existing co-simulation environments are already in place.
Probabilistic models typically are implemented as user functions or customized codes, or in a
dedicated co-simulation environment. Interestingly, some OB models are appearing as built-in models
in certain BPS programs, as described below. This enhancement enables even non-expert modellers to
initiate the process of implementing advanced behavioural inputs to model and evaluate the impact of
OB on building energy performance—namely energy and comfort—to the same extent of other indoor
and outdoor input variables of their simulation models. Overall the direct input or control is the
approach most frequently used by most simulation users. The built-in OB models approach is limited
to a few BPS programs (e.g., DeST and ESP-r). The user function approach is also limited to a few
BPS programs (e.g., EnergyPlus, DOE-2, IDA ICE, and TRNSYS). The co-simulation approach is
emerging as a more robust and interoperable approach to simulating OB, as more BPS programs (e.g.,
EnergyPlus and ESP-r) are adopting this approach.
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TABLE 8 - QUALITATIVE EVALUATION OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF DETER- MINISTIC AND
PROBABILISTIC OB MODELS USING FOUR APPROACHES IN BPS PROGRAMS

Model Type
or custom code
Deterministic / static

Direct input or
control

Built-in OB
models

User function

***

**

*

*

**

*

***

Probabilistic/
stochastic

or custom
code

Cosimulation

Note: * applicable, but not convenient; ** commonly used; *** most often used.

5.1.3 The implementation approaches used in the eight BPS programs
This section provides an overlook of the most common implementation approaches adopted by the
state-of-the-art research and practices among the simulation community, focusing on eight popular
BPS programs. Table 9 summarizes which of the four implementation approaches are supported in the
eight BPS programs. To compile this table, project participants used their modelling experience and
interviews with BPS software developers.
TABLE 9 - OB MODEL IMPLEMENTATION APPROACHES IN THE EIGHT BPS PROGRAMS

Direct input
or control

DOE-2

EnergyPlus

DeST

ESP-r

X

X

X

X

X

X

Built-in OB
models

IDA
ICE

TRNSYS

X

X

X

X

IES VE

TRACE

X

X

User function
or custom
code
Co-simulation

X

X

X

X

The direct input or control approach is implemented in all eight BPS programs. The other three
approaches show significant diversity within the BPS programs. Currently, EnergyPlus and ESP-r
support co-simulation.1 Only DeST and ESP-r provide built-in OB models. User function or custom
code is supported in EnergyPlus, DOE-2, IDA ICE, and TRNSYS. DOE-2 v2.1E [178] uses
deterministic time schedules to represent the number of occupants in spaces and the operation
conditions of lighting, windows, internal gains, plug loads, and HVAC systems. Lighting and
windows can be controlled based on indoor or outdoor environmental parameters. A probability can
be specified to represent the likelihood of occupants operating the blinds, assuming other conditions
(e.g., solar radiation, glare) are met. Also, advanced users can develop user functions to overwrite all
1

BPS software industry is a dynamically changing sector. Eversince the publication of this project, I have
participated in an ongoing effort of developing co-simulation capabilities in IES VE as well. Other program
capabilities might have changed since then as well.
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the controls listed above. In EnergyPlus v8.7 [179], occupancy, internal loads, and HVAC operation is
determined by deterministic schedules and set points. However, it allows windows to be opened or
closed and shading to be operated based on indoor and outdoor environmental parameters (e.g., air
temperatures, enthalpy, and wind velocity for windows). Also, datasets and schedules can be imported
as inputs to certain controls. For example, the room-level occupancy data simulated in the Occupancy
Simulator [180] [181] using the stochastic Markov-chain processes can be exported as part of an
EnergyPlus input file in input data file (IDF) format. The airflow network model allows more
comprehensive ventilation controls. Lighting can be controlled by deterministic schedules and
daylighting levels. EnergyPlus has a dynamic clothing model based on ASHRAE Standard 55 [182],
as well as an adaptive comfort model based on US ASHRAE Standard 55 [183] and EU ISO Standard
15251 [184]. Advanced users can use the energy management system feature to write code to
implement OB models. Another possibility is to use the external interface that provides FMI to cosimulate with an external OB tool obFMU [177]. A few researchers already have successfully
implemented these approaches for modelling OB [181] [185] [148]. In one case, OB models were
implemented into EnergyPlus using an energy management system and a program written in Ruby to
allow BPS users to select OB models to be used during the EnergyPlus simulation with a user-friendly
graphic interface called OpenStudio [186]. This approach significantly simplifies the use of stochastic
OB models since the integration with energy models are implemented automatically. DeST v2.0 [187]
users can define deterministic schedules and choose stochastic OB models already implemented for
occupant movement between rooms, as well as lighting, window opening, and HVAC operation. The
occupancy is simulated by a Markov chain model [188] [189] which describes the transition
probability for each occupant among spaces. The operation is modelled as a probabilistic variable
under a generalized framework, related to both the events occupants are involved in and the
environmental conditions [166] [190]. Occupant use of appliances is currently controlled by simple
schedules.
ESP-r v12.3 [191] can represent occupants both with built-in schedules and direct data import. For
lighting and blind control, the Lightswitch 2002 [192]; for lighting, Hunt’s model [193]; and for
windows and fans, Rijal et al.’s [81] adaptive control algorithms are implemented. These algorithms
use SHOCC [194], a sub-hourly occupancy-based control model, via a hard-coded interface for
coupling with ESP-r [195]. With the same method, ESP-r can gain functionality to link equipment use
(and associated small power loads) to occupant presence through advanced power management
profiles. The co– simulation module is under development right now.
IDA ICE v4.7 [136] provides flexibility for users via the input and control rule definition. Predefined
default schedules can be used, or the user can build up a control macro using a user-friendly graphic
interface. Here rules can be defined using various inputs, including data import, sensors output, and
other environmental parameters. Also, users can access the semantics of the software to code
algorithms to model OB. Some research projects have used this approach [196] [197] [198] [199]. For
TRNSYS v17 [200], stochastic models can be linked via DLL software components. Also, TRNSYS
and CSTB provide a library, called TESS, which allows users to develop stochastic models (language
W). TRNSYS allows environmental parameter-based controls but cannot model daylighting (can only
import results from tools such as Radiance or Daysim). One study represented OB models in
Modelica and connected them to TRNSYS [201]. TRNSYS does not adopt FMI or other data
exchange framework for users to implement co-simulation directly. However, as a component/module
based tool, TRNSYS allows advanced users to develop their own middleware for exchanging data
with other tools. For example, Beausoleil-Morrison et al. [201] developed a middleware to
demonstrate the ESP-r and TRNSYS co-simulation for modelling solar buildings. For Integrated
Environmental Solutions (IES) Virtual Environment (VE) [202], custom controls can be created in the
program’s interface even with user-defined formulas, so it is possible to implement more advanced
OB controls, but it is not integrated yet. Also, measured data can be fed in at a 1-second time step.
IES VE does not allow the user access to the software code.
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In Trane Air Conditioning Economics (TRACE) 700 v6.3 [203] users can use schedules to define
times for events based on input schedules. There is no specific algorithm for opening windows, but
input and schedule are available for infiltration. The user could enter the maximum airflow rate of
infiltration and use a schedule to decrease or increase that number during certain hours when the
window is expected to be open. This is not directly tied to occupancy. Also, the user is unable to
modify the software code.

5.1.4 Strengths and weaknesses of the implementation approaches
Strengths and weaknesses of each of the implementation approaches are discussed as follows, using
four qualitative metrics: ease of implementation, flexibility, reusability, and accuracy.
•
•
•
•

Ease of implementation or application refers to the degree of knowledge required from the
modeler to implement the OB model into the BPS environments.
Flexibility is an indicator of the capability of the implementation approach to cover different
control logics or model types.
Reusability hinges on the capability of one implementation approach to reiterate OB models
for different uses, studies, or purposes.
Finally, accuracy invokes the extent to which the simulation outcomes derived from the OB
models implementation conform to the actual measurements or benchmark.

The direct input or control approach is straightforward to implement and easy to use. Because of
this reason, this implementation approach emerges today as the most commonly used among the
engineering community. However, it is limited in terms of OB model representation, since the specific
BPS program’s semantics for input determine a lack of reusability among simulation tools. Further,
direct input or control approach has low flexibility because it is usually not robust enough to represent
complex logics or algorithms for certain OB models. This approach often associates occupant controls
with building systems or components rather than the occupants themselves. For example, occupant
actions (opening or closing windows) can be performed when occupants are not even present. This
typically leads to low prediction accuracy during the validation process, contributing to significant
discrepancies between simulation results and actual measured performance.
In the case of built-in models, the stochastic nature, complexity, and diversity of OB in buildings can
be represented in BPS. With the built-in OB models approach, OB results more flexibly represented
with a good degree of ease of implementation. However, one of the drawbacks of this implementation
approach is that users cannot create new types (equation forms or new input variables) of OB models
or use new algorithms for the built-in OB models. Moreover, users can only choose those OB models
that are already embedded in the simulation tool, hindering reusability of models and accuracy of
simulation results.
Regarding ease of implementation, the user-customized code and functions approach usually
requires advanced user experience and deep knowledge of a particular BPS program to use such
features correctly and efficiently. Another limitation—which hinders usability and reusability—is that
as most BPS programs are supporting user-written codes, the process lacks a comprehensive
debugging mechanism. Typically, modellers can call new codes and functions only at certain
predefined points within a BPS program, allowing little flexibility for creating customized control
options. Although some user-customized codes and functions have been developed and employed
among the simulation community [123], only very few attempts have been made to investigate the
accuracy of this simulation approach, providing reliable validation procedures and results [148] [204].
The co-simulation approach provides the maximum flexibility regarding implementation of complex
OB models in a separate software module that is independent of and interoperable with BPS
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programs. One unique requirement is that BPS programs have to implement FMI to support the cosimulation feature. Developing and testing OB models in FMUs for co-simulation also requires
detailed knowledge of FMU and FMI, which are factors hindering the ease of implementation and the
usability among modellers in the engineering and simulation community. The real-time exchange of
information between BPS programs and the co-simulation modules leads to computing overhead,
which can slow the simulation process. Besides the co-simulation approach using obFMU with
EnergyPlus [177], there are advanced users who started to use the co-simulation approach using a
different framework. For example, multi- agent simulation (MAS) is used in CitySim [205] and
MATSim [206].

5.1.5 Application of OB Models with BPS Programs, Discussion
Deterministic OB models are handled as fixed inputs of the BPS programs, to the same extent as other
variables of the building energy models—i.e., thermo-physical characteristics of walls, roofs,
windows, lighting system power and schedules, as well as HVAC system and equipment efficiency.
For stochastic OB models in BPS programs, the simulation process consists of three main steps.
First, the OB model is implemented as probabilistic inputs of the BPS programs, according to one of
the four selected approaches (direct input, built-in model, user function or custom code, and cosimulation).
The simulation is then run a set of times (i.e., 20 or 100 times) with the BPS programs. For each run
the simulated probability of behaviour is paired with a uniformly distributed set of generated random
numbers to determine the actual behaviour condition—i.e., a space being occupied or an adaptive
action being performed. To maintain the stochastic patterns of OB, only when the simulated
probability is higher than the randomly generated number is the behavioural action activated and
simulated.
This methodological approach for simulating probabilistic OB models needs to consider several
important factors. First, the number of simulation runs necessary to ensure a statistically relevant
representation of the stochastic nature of OB depends on the use cases which have been discussed
[207] [197] [71] [48] [208].
Second, each simulation run calculates a different value of the building performance (either energy
use, peak demand, or comfort level). All simulation runs provide a probabilistic distribution of the
building performance rather than single values. This reflects the nature uncertain impact of OB on the
building performance in reality. Explicitly, this opens a collateral issue on how to better communicate
probabilistic results of the simulations to clients. Applications of the results of the simulated OB on
building energy performance are manifold and heterogeneous. Application and impact of OB models
are starting to be seen in a multidisciplinary and multiscale perspective of energy efficiency, over the
entire building life cycle. Results of OB simulations in BPS—without regard to the implementation or
representation approach—find pertinence during the building and control system design phase, from
the early schematic to the detailed design stages. Operating conditions of the building performance
(i.e., via building management and control of the HVAC and plant systems) can be improved by
enabling data-driven (i.e., from smart meter data and building automation systems) and machinelearned (i.e., by employing big data analytics and data mining techniques) OB model predictive
controls. This is attained by optimizing HVAC systems and equipment sizing, precooling spaces or
avoiding unnecessary conditioning in unused spaces, and predicting occupancy schedules for presence
and movements (e.g., time of the first arrival and last departure, time of intermediate absences at the
zone level, number of people at the building level). Also, BPS programs enabling OB models can be
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adopted for the evaluation of different retrofit strategies, both at the building- and city-scale level,
with better assessment of the variation of retrofit benefit (e.g., energy savings, energy cost savings).
On the one hand, the diverse OB model application perspectives open a broad spectrum of simulation
opportunities. On the contrary, the complexity of the OB simulation process, from the selection of the
most appropriate model and approach to the choice of the most suitable application into a BPS
program, can lead to the dangerous possibility of misleading simulation results. These aspects need to
be considered when appraising the wider diffusion of the OB simulation among current BPS
programs.

5.2 Occupant Behaviour Model Library [5]
5.2.1 A Standardized OB Representation
Over the past four decades, a substantial body of literature has explored the impacts of human
behaviour on building technologies, operation, and energy consumption. A large number of datadriven behavioural models have been developed based on field monitoring and surveying the humanbuilding-system interaction. Often, need-action-event cognitive theoretical frameworks have been
used to represent human interactions within a building [44].
Studies from various parts of the world have emerged, but lack standardization and consistency, thus
leading to difficulties when compared to one another. Based on a thorough review of these models
(see section Methodology for review description), I can state that the documentation and description
of methods used to develop such models has not been published consistently, meaning that authors of
the papers introducing a novel model included the crucial aspects that were considered when
developing the models. However, in many cases model developers followed different logic when
creating new models thus detailing different aspects of the process in the papers (e.g., more focus on
sample or solely focus on environmental measurements or statistical techniques). Moreover, the use of
different data processing, statistical methods and model development techniques makes it challenging
to evaluate, employ and compare these models. To use these models for building energy performance
evaluation, it is essential to clearly document and standardize them. In summary, the lack of
standardization for OB models leads to: (1) inconsistency in documenting OB models in sufficient
detail to define their applicability (e.g., population, building type, location), (2) difficulty in reusing
the OB models, as they are represented in the BPS input files with varying syntaxes or formats, and
(3) the inability of the BPS community to co-develop and share a common resource of OB models.
To address this problem, an ontology was developed to represent energy-related OB in buildings.
Different aspects of a given type of human interaction is represented in elements of a standardized
framework. The technical DNAS framework is developed based on four key components: i) the
Drivers of behaviour, ii) the Needs of the occupants, iii) the Actions carried out by the occupants, and
iv) the building Systems acted upon by the occupants. This DNAS framework is intended to support
the international research community in standardizing a semantic representation of energy-related OB
in buildings [100]. Separate from other social behaviour theories, e.g., the Theory of Planned
Behaviour [103], the DNAS framework provides quantitative representation of occupant behaviour
models for use with BPS programs to quantify their impacts on building performance. The DNAS
framework is robust enough that it can be expanded to cover new types of occupant behaviour models
in various building types and locations.
Recent work has been carried out to implement the theoretical DNAS framework into an XML
(eXtensible Markup Language) schema titled ‘occupant behaviour XML’ (obXML). The obXML
schema allows relationships to be formed and defined between different drivers and the eventual
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action in a standardized way. obXML is designed to provide enough flexibility for both existing and
future occupant behaviour, building energy, and system models to be captured in a consistent way
[100].
The obXML schema is used for the practical implementation of the DNAS framework into BPS
programs [100]. In obXML, Drivers, Needs, Actions and Systems are implemented, and child
elements of a root element are called Behaviour. The schema itself was chosen because of its easy
interoperability with BPS tools, and also because of the flexibility it provides for users. Any
additional information can be added to a model implemented to make it understandable and applicable
for end-users.
The implementation of the DNAS framework into the obXML schema facilitates the development of
occupant information modelling by providing interoperability between OB models and building
energy modelling programs.
In addition, a new OB modelling tool, obFMU, has been developed as a functional mock-up unit
enabling co-simulation with BPS programs (e.g. EnergyPlus and ESP-r) that implement the functional
mockup interface [177].
Although a whole chain of OB modelling tools has been created and is now available, based on the
authors’ experience, its use is limited to scattered research groups. The goal of this work was the
development of a library of OB models represented in the standardized obXML schema format. This
library provides ready-to-use examples for BPS users to employ more accurate OB representation in
their energy models.

5.2.2 Methodology of the Library Building
As a first step, energy-related OB literature was reviewed (for further references see Annex 66
literature database [209]) to identify and compile a list of commonly-used OB models in the field that
cover the following categories:
•

Behaviour types:

occupant movement and different types of occupant interactions with windows, doors, shading,
blinds, lighting systems, thermostats, fans, HVAC systems, plug-loads; making hot/cold beverages
and adjusting clothing levels.
•

Building types:

office, residential and school buildings.
•

Model publication date:

1970-2015.
This list contained 127 OB models in total.
Secondly, all models were processed and implemented using the DNAS framework by identifying the
drivers, needs, actions and systems. The obXML schema was then used to represent these models in a
standardized way. Elements of DNAS were implemented into their respective obXML schema
elements. Both implementation tasks were followed by logging the limitations of the framework and
schema, and future improvements were also proposed. During the encoding of these models, two
coders worked simultaneously to avoid inter-coder bias. One coder wrote the code while the other
double-checked the implementation.
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During the obXML implementation process, meta-data attribute fields were used to indicate the basic
information of each model for categorization and sorting purposes. These fields include information
on the building, action and system types, reference information on the paper where the model was
published, the region of data collection, data types and the sample size of the database that served as a
basis for the model.
Each OB model is represented in a separate XML file, but multiple OB models can be combined into
a single XML file if needed.
After implementation, the validity of the XML files was checked with the most recent version of the
obXML schema through the software tool XMLSpy. The model implementation was also manually
double-checked for each item in the library. In the future, a script can be written to extract and check
information on OB models in the library to ensure their integrity. After all the models were checked
and revised, they were included in the final library and made available for public download at
behaviour.lbl.gov. Figure 40 illustrates the process of building the obXML library.

FIGURE 40 - THE PROCESS TO DEVELOP THE OB MODELS LIBRARY

5.2.3 Results - Features of the Library
As a result, an initial library of 52 occupant behaviour models (See Appendix 8.3) was compiled and
uploaded to the website behaviour.lbl.gov, thus making it publicly available for the building
performance simulation community. Among the 127 OB models to start with, the initial library tried
to include at least one model for each OB category. Only the models with clear documentation and
being able to be represented in obXML were included in the initial library.
Twenty-three window opening/closing, ten blind lowering/opening, eleven light switch on/off, three
heating and five air conditioning (AC) models were included, mostly for office building types and
some for residential. One model is applicable in both office buildings and classrooms.
Data collection regions indicate the origin of data collected for the OB models. Most of the OB
models are from Europe (36), one is from the USA, two are from Canada, one is from Pakistan and
five are from China. Seven models used data from multiple countries.
The categorization of models was challenging as they used different approaches to represent types of
behaviours abstracted from one dataset. For example, some researchers created different models
driven by different indoor environmental parameters, some models were based on the time of day or
occupant movement events, and some were for different types of spaces, building orientation or
ventilation features. These were addressed using the meta-data of OB models in the obXML files.
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For example, the ten blind usage models included in the library, chosen from well-cited OB literature,
are based on different types of drivers.
Haldi & Robinsons’ models [170] have two input variables to inform the logistic regression model.
The probability distribution itself is given by a logit function. The way it is expressed in the model,
blind closing behaviour is driven by indoor and outdoor air temperature.
Inkarojrit’s [210] results showed that the frequency of window blind closing events increased as the
luminance and vertical solar radiation levels (direct normal radiation) increased. He built multiple
models based on longitudinal logistic regression using one to four input variables.
Mahdavi et al’s model [211] gives a normalized relative frequency of window blind closing events
and uses global vertical irradiance (direct normal radiation) as a driving variable.
Newsham identified overheating, glare, sunlight penetration depth as well as time of arrival and lunch
as determining factors for blind use actions. He built a model [212], implemented into the obXML
library, in which blinds have an opening probability based on morning arrival time and a closing
action that is driven by solar intensity.
Zhang & Barrett [57] found that solar altitude or radiation (direct normal radiation) are the
determinant parameters for blind closing probability. They used logit analysis to investigate curves of
measurement data that follow a similar pattern. Their proposed models are logistic regression type.
Other types of occupant actions included in the obXML library include window opening behaviour.
For example, Yun & Steemers [169] concluded that window use actions are highly time-dependent
(time of arrival and departure and intermittent periods), and identified indoor temperature as a driving
variable. In this case, both probit and ordinary linear analyses were used to construct the models.
Zhang & Barrett introduced window opening models [213] driven by outdoor temperature. Different
models were built for office spaces with different orientations. The models were built using the probit
function.
Haldi & Robinson’s window opening and closing models were included in the library as well [170]
[214]. In these models, window use behaviour is driven by indoor air temperature. Longitudinal
survey answers and measured environmental parameters were collected in this study with a sample
size of 60 office occupants.
Hunt’s light switch algorithm was published in 1980 [215] as a very first reference model that is
widely used in the literature. This model uses a probit curve with the minimum daylight illuminance
level as an input variable measured in the working area.
Love’s light use models [216] are based on experiments conducted in private offices. Switching
probability functions were determined for two participants and logit 1D models were constructed
using daylight illuminance levels as an input variable measured on desks.
Whereas Newsham’s models [212] assumed that the switching on of artificial lighting is largely
predictable based on both the time of day (morning or afternoon) and work-plane illuminance levels.
Instead of applying probability functions, Newsham proposed to have a simple two-level decision-tree
type of model in this case.
Reinhart & Voss’s electric lighting use model for arrival [217] used a 1D quadratic logit function
based on minimum workplace illuminance levels. This model was built on data from ten private and
two-person offices.
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A light switch model from Nicol [118] was also integrated into the library. In this case, Nicol used a
longitudinal survey database, conducted in the UK, Europe and Pakistan, to build a 1D logit
regression model. As an input variable, mean outdoor temperature was used.
As mentioned above, many types of commonly used occupant behaviour action types were
implemented into the library. Besides lighting, window and blind use models, heating and cooling (air
conditioning – AC) use behaviour models were processed too.
In the same study introduced above, Nicol published a heating use model [118], where the proportion
of heating systems that are switched on can be determined based on mean outdoor air temperature
levels.
Air conditioning models implemented into the library were published by Ren at al. [218]. These
models assume that the switching of air-conditioning units on or off in residential buildings can be
predicted based on environmental triggers (sensations of hot or cold). To describe the relationship, a
Weibull distribution function was used.
A researcher group. conducted a study [185] in which several existing OB models were compared as
well as implemented into the same modelling framework. Many models were implemented to the
obXML library, including a light switch model. In these models, work plane illuminance is the
primary driving factor of actions, i.e. the darker the work plane gets, the larger the probability that the
lights will be switched on.
The Appendix 0 shows a code snippet of an OB model included in the obXML library. In the first
lines, meta-data information can be found referring to the specific model (such as building types,
reference to the paper where the model was published, data collection region, data collection methods
and sample size), and then the Drivers, Needs, Actions and Systems parts of the schema can be seen.
In case of this model, the environmental driver of behaviour is outdoor air dry-bulb temperature,
needs are thermal comfort not explicitly defined. The formula describing the probabilistic relationship
is a 1D (i.e., one predictor parameter) logit formula and the system is shading. The model represents a
certain probability that blinds/shades will be deployed depending on the outdoor air temperature.

5.2.4 Application of the Library
The initial obXML repository of 52 OB models enables easier and more robust representation of
human behaviour in building energy simulation. This section discusses the practical application of the
library. One of the most powerful tool-chains was recently developed at LBNL [177] for application
purposes. The core part of this new OB modelling tool-chain is an occupant behaviour functional
mock-up unit (obFMU) that enables co-simulation with BPS programs that implement the functional
mock-up interface (FMI).
FMI is an independent standard that allows for component development and tool coupling using a
combination of XML and compiled C-code. The standard contains two main parts, (1) an explanation
of how a modelling environment can generate C-code and be utilized, and (2) the interface standard
for coupling in a co-simulation environment. The component or simulation model that implements the
FMI framework is called the functional mock-up unit (FMU).
The obXML schema contains the definition and description of all variables for the obFMU and
provides a basis for the xml output file. obFMU contains four main components, including the cosimulation interface, the interface description file in XML format, the data model, and solvers [177].
In Figure 41, the entire tool-chain is introduced, where obFMU co-simulates with commonly-used
BPS program EnergyPlus as an example [179].
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FIGURE 41 - SCHEMATIC OF OCCUPANT BEHAVIOUR MODELLING TOOL CHAIN [177]

In Figure 41, the orange-coloured branch shows how OB is described in the framework (using DNAS
and obXML). This information is then fed to the obFMU that connects to the simulation engine, for
example EnergyPlus. In this scenario EnergyPlus acts as the co-simulation manager and transmits the
calculated physical parameters of the building simulated in a given timestep. obFMU then decides on
occupant actions based on the input, calculated physical parameters, and OB models from obXML.
The impact of these decisions (in the format of window opening or shading schedules) are then fed
back to EnergyPlus, which moves to the next timestep, and so on.
Other software developers, e.g., ESP-r and IDA ICE, are working on the implementation of obXML
and obFMU for co-simulation as well.
There are other ways to use obXML files. The goal would be to allow the use of generic XML format
in building energy simulation. For example, BSim [219] is implementing an interface to import
obXML files that represent occupant behaviour in buildings.
Furthermore, there is a tendency in design procedures to use a common platform for representing a
building under design which is readable and editable by all subcontractors and disciplines of a project.
The most popular platform appears to be Building Information Modelling (BIM).
BIM tools currently offer representation of key building systems to help the design process [220].
Available products can currently analyse structural needs, wind loading and microclimate impacts,
massing, shading and shadows, lighting needs, HVAC needs, energy use, acoustics, quantity takeoffs, and costing, among others [221]. Emerging tools are capable of construction phasing, emergency
evacuation, and a few other simulations of dynamic phenomena [222]. Andrews et al. states that a
meaningful representation of human agency is missing from most models. Richer representations of
the human side of human–technology interactions in buildings are needed for usability analysis.[125]
More and more file formats using the XML language have been made compatible with BIM, such as
gbXML or CityGML. Therefore, the authors hope that in the future obXML can be linked to BIM to
integrate and represent occupant behaviour on this common platform as well, which is an effort
pursued by the ASHRAE Multidisciplinary Task Group on occupant behaviour in buildings.
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5.3 Main Results on Occupant Behaviour Models in BPS
Main result V
on Occupant Behaviour Modelling in Building Performance Simulation
Based on a review of building energy modelling tools, I established a new categorization for the
different occupant behaviour (OB) modelling approaches currently applied in building energy
modelling software tools: (1) direct input or control, (2) built-in OB models, (3) user function or
costume code and (4) co-simulation. [171]
I determined as well which tool has the capabilities to use which approach. Given these four
approaches to simulate OB models, energy modellers must decide which is the most appropriate to
select.
To support this selection process, I provided recommendations on the usability of deterministic and
stochastic approaches.
Direct input or control is most often used conveniently with deterministic schedules whereas cosimulation is used with stochastic models. Built-in OB models can be both deterministic or
stochastic. User functions or customized user codes are applicable with both methods as well but
not convenient to use. [171]
Building on top of my previous model and software tool review and categorization work, I developed
conveniently usable library of stochastic occupant behaviour models. A stochastic occupant behaviour
model can be used in building performance simulation by selecting and co-simulating a fit-forpurpose model from this library.
I reviewed and classified and then implemented 52 stochastic occupant behaviour models into
an internationally accepted, standardized computer schema (occupant behaviour XML –
obXML) forming an obXML library. [5].
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6. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

With my PhD research introduced in this document, I intended to provide insight into the field of
energy-related occupant behaviour in buildings and to fill certain the gaps of this research field.
In this PhD thesis, my results are presented fulfilling the research objectives. After a thorough review
of this field, firstly, I showed the order of magnitude of impact that the occupants have on the overall
energy consumption of the buildings and also the fact that currently occupant behaviour is represented
in an oversimplified way (main result I/1-2). This is followed by the introduction to the first
representative Hungarian office occupant behaviour dataset and its analysis that I conducted in a
framework of an international project (main result II/1-3). With my investigation on the process of a
company office move, I managed to differentiate the real impact of physical and social drivers on the
behaviour of the office population (main result III/1-3). As school buildings are underrepresented in
behavioural studies currently, I contributed to this field with a window opening and closing
investigation study in a school building (main result IV). Finally, I summarized my work on occupant
behaviour modelling in building performance simulation. It is essential for the future advancement of
this field to reach an agreement of common modelling approaches to enhance comparability.
Building on top of existing research findings of literature, I’ve added new knowledge and
comprehensive datasets to the field based on my observation of energy-related occupant behaviour in
different building types. Human behaviour has been found to be highly influenced by contextual and
social factors such as the office environment or daily habits of occupants.
Although the general usability of stochastic occupant behaviour models in building performance
simulation is proved and enhanced by this work, due to the variation observed in behaviour in
different cultures and contexts, it is questionable to use generally these models for performance
optimisation.
As a future direction of this research, I would like to point out that a multidisciplinary approach is
needed to address future challenges of this research field. Namely, a better understanding of human
behavioural differences can be achieved only by better analysing the human part of the equation by
using the knowledge of other behavioural, social and psychological disciplines. Therefore, I have built
up promising connections to social science and consumer behaviour research groups. This way in the
future, we can cooperate and discover new areas in this field.
Also, two research proposals are currently under evaluation where my plan is to continue my research.
In one of the projects, the goal is to build up occupancy and behavioural schedules and patterns for
representative building types in Hungary based on large-scale smart reading datasets. In the second
project, my part would be to continue working on stochastic behavioural modelling and building
energy simulation integration. My ultimate goal in the future would be to establish a research
community also in Hungary focusing on this field.
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7. SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS

Main Result I
on Occupant Behaviour Modelling Opportunities in the Current Design Process
I investigated and modelled occupant behaviour in an office and in a residential building project
within the constraints of two typical Hungarian construction-market sustainable consultancy projects:
a design and an operation optimization project in real construction industry situations. Although the
energy performance predictions became more precise with my methods applied in case of the
performance optimisation project, there is a strong need to gain more information about human
behaviour in our buildings and also to develop modelling methods that are more precise and easier
applicable.
I/1
In case of an existing Hungarian office building, I used calibrated, dynamic building energy
simulation models to represent the building’s energy use patterns. As an example, a semi-automated
(automatic shading and lighting, fancoils with thermostats, manually operated windows) office
building was used from the Váci út, Budapest office corridor.
I found that the heating and cooling (fan-coil) usage patterns of office workers detected in the
building causes +10% heating and +5% cooling energy consumption increase in a year
compared to the scenario where occupants have no control over the heating and cooling system
[153].
I/2
Through a single family house design project, I managed to show the influence of family setup on the
yearly energy consumption by means of dynamic building energy simulations. Occupancy scenarios
with 2, 3 and 5 occupants were compared to the baseline, 4-occupant family composition. Occupants
were represented in the simulations by occupancy schedules, automatic thermostat setbacks for unoccupied periods and user interactions: manual overwrite of the shading, lighting system and window
opening.
My simulation results show that a family composition change means -6% to +10% deviation in
annual heating energy consumption and -20% to +16% change in cooling energy consumption
[150].

Main Result II
on Hungarian office worker behaviour
As part of an international office building occupant behaviour survey study [123] [154] [41],
according to my best knowledge, I established the first representative Hungarian office occupant
behaviour dataset. .
Based on the data analysis results [155], the following main result statements can be made on
motivation and knowledge of control use, group behaviour, and preferred order of actions:
II/1 Motivation and knowledge of control use
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Based on the respondents’ survey answers, I showed that the primary driving factor of window
opening behaviour is to have fresh air in all seasons (90%, 86%, 88%, 80% in spring, summer,
autumn and winter seasons respectively).
The regulation of indoor temperature levels is a dominant secondary driver (56%) during the summer
season whereas in other seasons it shows less importance (36%, 28%, 28% in spring, autumn and
winter seasons). Respondents’ votes on the knowledge of different control usage showed that the
sample was most confident in using the light switches (4.72 average vote on the scale from 1 to 5
where 5 indicates the full agreement with the statements on knowledge) and window opening/closing
(4.71). Whereas thermostat or heating control valve was used less confidently (4.18). This shows the
lack of education programs on more complicated environmental controls. [155]
II/2 Group behaviour
As 70% of the sample worked in a shared or open office environment, I managed to show group
behaviour trends in environmental control use which adds new knowledge to the field. 53% stated that
they operate the controls by meeting the needs of those who express discomfort.
According to my analysis results, 23% experienced group discussion on control use in the office
environment. Negotiations over control use take place most often on window (69% of the sample
experienced) and lighting (65%) use. In case of windows, the negotiation frequency is more than
once a day whereas in case of lighting control it is less than once a week. [155]
II/3 Preferred order of actions
Occupants preferred to open the window first (111 votes out of 207) when they were feeling hot
during summer season and then secondly they prefer to have a cold drink (38 votes). This is
followed by shading closing and clothing level adjustments. Whereas in case they feel cold
during summer season, respondents indicated that they first increase clothing levels (59 votes),
then close the windows (42 votes) and these are followed by having a hot drink. [155]
This is a new area of research in this field which allows us to determine the share of active (e.g.
window, shading use) and passive (e.g. drinks, clothing level adjustments) environmental control
usage in office environments.
This dataset introduced here can be a basis for future building performance optimisation projects as
occupant behaviour can be modelled more precise using these results.

Main Result III
on Office Occupant Behaviour Change
I conducted two rounds of cross-sectional survey campaigns on the population of a firm before and
after their headquarter change. Based on the comparison of the two datasets, I showed that the energyrelated behaviour and energy-saving intention of the office population changes significantly after the
move due to the different perception of the new physical office environment and due to the different
corporate communication on the importance of sustainability [159]. According to well-known
behavioural models [40] [39] [103] [110], a person’s behaviour depends on both internal and external
factors. The following main result statements can be made based on the analysis:
III/1 Heating and cooling use, knowledge on controls
Regarding the observed efficiency of the cooling and heating system, I investigated the frequency of
usage and the knowledge on controls.
I showed that cooling is observed to be more efficient by the occupants, therefore less time
switched on in the new office (decrease from 66% to 30% daily usage). However, heating is
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switched on more often in the new office (increase from 18% to 30% daily usage). I showed that
due to the more complex environmental controls (complicated thermostat and lighting switch),
occupants reported that they are less confident in using these controls and they use them less
effectively. [159]
III/2 Window opening
I conducted an analysis what environmental control options do occupants prefer in the office spaces
investigated to restore thermal comfort and with what frequency they open the window.
In the old office, occupants preferred to open the window to control their thermal sensation
whereas in the new office space, clothing level adjustments are preferred. Also, in the old office
window opening was more frequent (88% daily opening) than in the new one (55.2%). [159]
III/3 Intention to save energy
Using the datasets, I showed the effect of moving to a new, environmentally-friendly office on the
occupants’ attitude change to energy-saving behaviour both in the office and at home.
According to my analysis results, occupants consider their behaviour much more
environmentally friendly after the move (before: 3.46 mean vote on a scale from 1 to 7, 7
meaning the full agreement of environmental statements; after: 4.41) due to the environmental
certification system advertisement and updated company communication. [159]
By this study, I managed to identify what is the exact impact of external factors (such as change in
secondary HVAC systems for example) in case of the behaviour of an office population. This can add
information to ongoing debates in the field on the generalizability of occupant behaviour
representation models.

Main Result IV
on window use drivers in a school building
I set up an environmental and behavioural monitoring system in a Hungarian school building. Based
on the analysis of an 8 months long time-series dataset of two classrooms, I found that window
opening and closing behaviour drivers differ significantly due to the different habits, schedules and
general school rules applied by different teachers using the same type of classrooms [164].
In case of the first classroom (English language, 2nd floor), I developed stochastic occupant behaviour
models for window opening and closing behaviour based on indoor and outdoor temperature levels.
In the first classrooms, my behavioural models show strong connection between environmental
temperature levels and window use (R2 values of models for window opening: 0.91 and 0.30 for
indoor and outdoor temperature respectively, same values for window closing: 0.89 and 0.71).
[164]
In case of the second classroom (German language, 1st floor), I showed that window use
behaviour is driven by habitual actions, it is connected to a scheduled behaviour pattern and it
does not show strong correlation (<15% probability change) to environmental parameters
(indoor, outdoor temperature, CO2). [164]
By means of the interviews with teachers using the classrooms, I managed to identify essential
internal and social differences that might be the reason between the different behavioural patterns
observed in the two classrooms.
Classroom 1 was operated by two teachers constantly changing classrooms in breaks.
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Teachers could open the windows only during classes based on the observations and complaints
of children being, for example, thermal discomfort-driven. [164]
Classroom 2 was occupied by only one teacher during all classes held in there.
This teacher was not leaving the classroom during the day and she opened the windows in all of
the breaks to “let enough fresh air in”, independently from the outdoor or indoor temperature
levels. Children’ complaints were not considered during the classes. [164]
Phenomena like this are rarely described in the literature yet. Therefore, this study highlights for
researchers in this field that future studies and investigations on the effect of contextual and social
behavioural aspects in case of energy-related occupant behaviour studies are extremely needed.

Main result V
on Occupant Behaviour Modelling in Building Performance Simulation
Based on a review of building energy modelling tools, I established a new categorization for the
different occupant behaviour (OB) modelling approaches currently applied in building energy
modelling software tools: (1) direct input or control, (2) built-in OB models, (3) user function or
costume code and (4) co-simulation. [171]
I determined as well which tool has the capabilities to use which approach. Given these four
approaches to simulate OB models, energy modellers must decide which is the most appropriate to
select.
To support this selection process, I provided recommendations on the usability of deterministic and
stochastic approaches.
Direct input or control is most often used conveniently with deterministic schedules whereas cosimulation is used with stochastic models. Built-in OB models can be both deterministic or
stochastic. User functions or customized user codes are applicable with both methods as well but
not convenient to use. [171]
Building on top of my previous model and software tool review and categorization work, I developed
conveniently usable library of stochastic occupant behaviour models. A stochastic occupant behaviour
model can be used in building performance simulation by selecting and co-simulating a fit-forpurpose model from this library.
I reviewed and classified and then implemented 52 stochastic occupant behaviour models into
an internationally accepted, standardized computer schema (occupant behaviour XML –
obXML) forming an obXML library. [5].
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8. APPENDICES

8.1 Survey Methodology Review Table
TABLE 10 SUMMARY OF KEY INFORMATION OF THE SURVEYS REVIEWED

Al-Mumin
[79]

200
3 Kuwait

Residential

1 cross-sectional,
students

30

30

Andersen
[82]

200
9 Denmark

Residential

2 cross-sectional
(summer/winter)

1569

933+63
6

Brundrett
[49]

197
7 UK
201
3 Canada

Residential

Interview with
owners

101

123

Veitch [58]

Residential

1 cross-sectional

626

455
107

N
Dwelling
+ database
Window
state
+ monitoring

N

Motivation

Response rate

Questionnaire available
publicly?

Other

Weather data

Energy consumption

Field EQ measurements

Longitudinal survey

Primary interviews

Nr. of buildings

Respondents

Method of cross-sectional
survey/interview

Building type

Country

Year of publ.

1st author

Additional dataset(s) used

Students
4*140
EUR
lottery

N
Y

NRC
workers
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D'Oca [71]
Frontczak
[84]
Guerra-Santin
[64]
Humphreys
(SCAT) [73]

201
4 Italy

Netherlands
5 EU
countries

Residential
Office

1 cross-sectional,
Google
1 cross-sectional,
invitation letter,
online link
1 cross-sectional,
paper based
Cross-sectional.
Survey/month

Japan

Residential

1 cross-sectional

8

1

+

Y

UK

Office

16

4

+

Y

UK

Office

1 cross-sectional
Cross-sectional.
Survey/month
1 cross-sectional,
computer assisted
telephone
interview, CATI

909

15

3094

1 cross-sectional

1426

Raja [78]

201
2
201
0
200
5
199
7
200
3
200
1

Karjalainen
[66]

200
9 Finland

Feng [97]
Lutzenhiser
[67]

201
5 China
199
2 USA, CA

Meier [65]
Papakostas
[69]

201
0 UK
199
7 Greece

Iwashita [51]
Moore [60]
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Denmark

Residential
Residential
+ partly
office

Residential
+office
Residential
+partly
office
Residential

12

12

+

650

650

840

26

+

N

+

N
Dwelling
database

313

+

+

+

Y

+

N

N

+

10
%

N
+

AC use
observations

279

2

Residential

1 cross-sectional
1 cross-sectional
(UK central
statistics
database)

10000

5000

N

Residential

1 cross-sectional

158

25

N

108

5%

N

3094

+

volunteers
2*130
EUR
lottery

N

State
survey
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Price [52]
Sardianou
[63]
Wei [77]

Rijal [81]
Becker [74]
Beko [54]
Brager [72]
Warren [50]

Pigg [59]
Rijal [53]

Inkarojrit [55]
Zhang [56]

200
6 USA, CA
200
8 Greece
201
0 UK
200
8
200
9
201
1
200
4
198
4

PhD Thesis

Residential
Residential
Office

1 cross-sectional
(with focus group
before)
Interview with
owners

Pakistan

Office

Interviews
Cross-sectional.
Survey/month,
17x

Israel

Residential

1 cross-sectional

Denmark
USA,
Berkeley

Residential

UK

199 USA,
6 Milwaukee
200
7 UK

200 USA,
5 Berkeley
201 UK

1448

1448

+

103

4

846

33

+

394

6

+

11082

11082

Office

198

1

Office

1 cross-sectional

210

5

Office

1 cross-sectional

48

1

Office

1 cross-sectional

453

15

2 cross-sectional
1 cross-sectional

Y

586

1 cross-sectional
2 seasonal crosssectional

Office
Office

+

113
223

9
2
109

30
%

N
Y

+
+

+

N
N

+

N

+

N
Façade
+ photographs
Presence,
light use
monitoring,
walkthroughs

+

+

Y

N
N

+
+

63
%

Façade

Y
N

$20 gift
cert.
Chance:
1:20
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Dunn [80]
Kawamoto
[70]

1
200
7 Finland
200
5 UK
200
4 Japan

Xu [83]

200
9 China

Hua [61]

201
1 USA, NY

Karjalainen
[62]

PhD Thesis
photographs

Office

1 cross-sectional,
interviews
1 cross-sectional
on walkthroughs
1 cross-sectional,
interviews

145

Residential

1 cross-sectional

251

Laboratory

1 cross-sectional,
interviews

Office
Office

27

13

30

30

N
N

1

+

75

1

110

+

+

+

PC, screen,
printer usage
District
heating
system
performance
Photographs
, daylight
simulation

N

N

N

90
%
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8.2 Online questionnaire - excerpts
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8.3 Obxml Library List of Models and Code Snippet
TABLE 11 - LIST OF OCCUPANT BEHAVIOUR MODELS INCLUDED IN THE INITIAL LIBRARY

SYSTEM

ACTION1

BLDG.
TYPE

REGION

OTHER
INFO

REF

Blind

Close (ON)

Office

Switzerland

Based on
indoor temp.

[170]
[170]

Blind

Close (ON)

Office

Switzerland

Based on
outdoor temp.

Window

Open (ON)

Office

Switzerland

Based on
indoor temp.

[170]

Window

Open (ON)

Office

Switzerland

Based on
outdoor temp.

[170]

Window

Close
(OFF)

Office

Switzerland

Arrival

[214]

Window

Close
(OFF)

Office

Switzerland

During the day

[214]

Light

ON

Office

5 countries2

Arrival

[185]

Light

ON

Office

UK

Arrival lunch

[185]

Light

ON

Office

5 countries2

During the day

[185]

Window

Close
(OFF)

Office

Switzerland

Arrival

[185]

Window

Close
(OFF)

Office

UK

Cooling room

[185]

Window

Close
(OFF)

Office

Switzerland

During the day

[185]
[185]

Window

Open (ON)

Office

Switzerland

Based on
outdoor temp.

Window

Open (ON)

Office

UK

Arrival

[185]

Window

Open (ON)

Office

UK

During the day

[185]

Light

ON

Office

UK

Classrooms
also

[215]

Blind

Close (ON)

Office

USA, CA

Private office

[210]

Light

ON

Office

Canada,
AB

Private office
1

[216]
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Light

ON

Office

Canada,
AB

Private office
2

Blind

Close (ON)

Office

Austria
Based on solar
intensity

[212]

[216]
[211]

Blind

Close (ON)

Office

Multiple
regions3

Blind

Open
(OFF)

Office

Multiple
regions3

Morning

[212]

Light

OFF

Office

Multiple
regions3

Afternoon

[212]

Morning

[212]

Morning

[212]

Light

OFF

Office

Multiple
regions3

Light

ON

Office

Multiple
regions3

Heating

ON

Office

EU

[118]

Heating

ON

Office

Pakistan

[118]

Heating

ON

Office

UK

[118]

Light

ON

Office

Germany

Arrival

[217]

Light

ON

Office

Germany

During the day

[118]

AC

OFF

Res.

China

Bedroom

[218]

AC

OFF

Res.

China

Living room

[218]

AC

ON

Res.

China

Bedroom

[218]

AC

ON

Res.

China

Living room

[218]

AC

ON

Res.

China

Living room

[218]

Window

Open (ON)

Office

UK

With night
ventilation

[169]

UK

With night
ventilation

[169]
[169]
[169]

Window

Open (ON)

Office

Window

Open (ON)

Office

UK

With night
ventilation

Window

Open (ON)

Office

UK

No night
ventilation

UK

No night
ventilation

Window

Open (ON)

Office
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Window

Open (ON)

Office

UK

No night
ventilation

Window

Open (ON)

Office

UK

No night
ventilation

[169]

Window

Open (ON)

Office

UK

No night
ventilation

[169]
[213]

[169]

Window

Open (ON)

Office

UK

All
orientations

Window

Open (ON)

Office

UK

East

[213]

Window

Open (ON)

Office

UK

North

[213]

Window

Open (ON)

Office

UK

South

[213]

Window

Open (ON)

Office

UK

West

[213]

Blind

Close (ON)

Office

UK

Based on solar
altitude

[57]
[57]

Blind

Close (ON)

Office

UK

Based on solar
radiation

Blind

Open
(OFF)

Office

UK

Based on solar
altitude

[57]

Blind

Open
(OFF)

Office

UK

Based on solar
radiation

[57]

1

obXML has control options called On and Off that represent 1 or 0.

2

Canada, Japan, Germany, UK and the USA

3

Newsham used previously-developed models from different regions (Japan and UK), and
combined them for simulation purposes.
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Example code-snippet about Haldi & Robinson’s 2008 blind closing model driven by outdoor air
temperature [170]:
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